Corner
The new year sees
another issue of
“Insights” packed
with a variety of
approaches, methods and experiences in the
field of museum
theatre. Though
it’s always a privilege to get the first
glimpse of the exciting content,
this time round, I was in for a special treat. Those of you who, like
myself, unfortunately missed the
conference in Sweden, will now
get a feel for the variety and vibe
of “Follow the Vikings”. The delightful repercussions of the conference in Foteviken are such that
we can now welcome ever more
international input fueled by the
exchange initiated there. What
better recommendation for the

upcoming regional conference in
Austria this autumn, where newly-formed bonds will be strengthened and fresh participants join the
flock.
But beyond the conference themes, our pages encompass interpretation programmes spanning
from Roman times right up to the
present day with reminiscence
theatre, addressing very young audiences and older people.
If you’re on the lookout for a
good read over a holiday, our
book reviews might hold some inspiration – and if you have read a
title that would be of interest to
your fellow professionals, why not
submit a review for the next issue
yourself?
Meanwhile, have fun browsing
and see you in Austria!

The new “Insights Europe” cover picture features Llywelyn Ab
Eleri as Emperor
Francis Joseph I of
Austria, King of
Hungary, Croatia
and Bohemia. He is
an authentic facsimile,
like vintage footage turned three dimensional and realistically colourised and fully equipped
with historical uniform. Emperor Francis
Joseph I would become the most respected and most beloved member of the
Habsburg dynasty, ruling the AustroHungarian Empire for 68 years, the third
longest reign in the history of Europe. By
the turn of the century, the redoubtable
Emperor seemed an almost immortal figure.
IMTAL was founded in 1990 and, hence,

has been in existence for 26 years and
seems almost as “IM(mor)TAL” as Emperor Francis Joseph I ofAustria. In 1999,
IMTAL endorsed and supported the formation of IMTAL-Europe, the UK-based
sister organisation with the same dedication to promoting theatre in museums all
over Europe. Since then, IMTAL-Europe
has allowed for a European identity and
focus. Currently, however, we are planning to progress the move of our registered office from the UK to Sweden to
keep our “Empire” intact and make it
“reign” for at least another 26 years to ensure the organisation’s “IM(mor)TALity”
and its mission to further the field of museum theatre in Europe and to support its
members to become “IM(mor)TAL” indeed.
The latest, bumper, full-colour, actionpacked edition of IMTAL-Europe's
"Insights" Journal discusses, debates,
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presents, and shares examples of the entire breadth of European interpretation. It shows how the field ofmuseum theatre
further continues to evolve and again brings together museum
professionals (Grossmann, Arbesser, Curelli, Pacher, Jones,
Ashmore, Caron, Hatch and Dooley) and practitioners/performers (Ab Eleri, Pfenninger, van Hasselt, Hildenbeutel, Olsen, Comis) from Europe. However, we are constantly
looking for contributions. If you have something to share,
please, contact us via our website http://imtal-europe.net/.
Finally, once more connected to the cover picture we would
like to mention our upcoming fascinating conference in Austria in September 2016. It is organised by IMTAL-Europe, takes place at medieval Altpernstein Castle, 5th - 9th September
2016, and consists of three exciting days of panel discussions,
performances and workshop sessions that explore the conference theme. Among others we already have thrilling presentations and workshops on Drama in the Gallery: Theatrical
Methods for Interpreting Visual Art, Interpretation: The International Bibliographic Database of Living History, Museum in

Departments
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05

Editor's Corner

04

Pointe Shoes: Communicating With Visitors Through Dance
Performances, Olaf's Tales ofBattle, Understanding the Distant
Past, Wake the Past with Kids, How to Behave at a Medieval
High Table: A Short Theoretical and Practical Example ofHow
to Instruct Interpreters, Carnuntum‘s Appearance and Mediation
ofRoman Culture as well as a round table open forum with

IMTAL board facing questions and addressing issues of delegates. However, more workshops and presentations are needed! There will also be a grand medieval feast in Altpernstein
Castle’s Great Hall (bring your costume!), a field kitchen, medieval and/or Roman murder mysteries, a Roman gala dinner: "Roman Delicacies - At Home With the Romans” and
presentations by museum theatre characters, and a barbecue
dinner on the castle’s patio which affords a breathtaking view
over the river Krems valley on a dramatic 1300 ft outcrop. We
look forward to seeing you there – but above all: have a great
read!
— Ingo R. Glückler, co-editor
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Chair

from the

It's an honour to address the members
of IMTAL Europe as the new chair.
Ever since I first encountered the
organisation in 2013, I have been
impressed with the work that is
being done in the field of live
interpretation. I think joining
IMTAL is the next logical step for
many organisations who are keen to
improve their visitor experience. Heritage
institutions and other organisations are waiting for
something new to bring to their audiences, they just
don't know that it's live interpretation they need. But
first, allow me to introduce myself.
I started with live roleplaying, or LARP, some 20 years
ago. I loved learning how to make my own costumes
and working on character backgrounds. That led to
researching historical figures and also gave me the
opportunity to start working in Archeon, back in
2002. The open-air museum was still growing and
developing, but it inspired me to take up re-enactment
and pursue my studies in history. I got involved in
groups doing medieval re-enactment, historical
equitation and jousting. I still attend jousts regularly as
groundcrew, but have also recently bought a horse and
am working on my riding skills.
I returned to Archeon in 2011 after finishing my
Research Master in Medieval Studies and started work
as an archaeo-interpreter, giving tours and providing
demonstrations. I spent a lot of time giving
swordfighting instruction and as a gladiator, fighting in
the arena. But I also took on any jobs thrown my way,
which led to me starting to help out on the event team

in September 2011. I became event coordinator and the
historian for the Medieval section the same year. In
2012, I also became involved in the international
projects Archeon was involved with: Zeitgeist and
OpenArch. It was at the 2013 OpenArch / IMTAL
conference in Foteviken that I first encountered
IMTAL. I became a member at once.
At the moment, I am working on a PhD proposal to
research swords from the Crusader era, as well as a
number of EU funded projects involving live
interpretation, volunteers and interactive theatre. I am a
member of the board of representatives in Archeon,
where my roots lie, but am also setting up my own
heritage advisory business with a good friend and
colleague: Novitas Heritage. I live in Utrecht, a lovely
Medieval city in the middle of the Netherlands with my
girlfriend Silvana, a professional photographer. We have a
dog, guinea pigs, bearded dragons and two horses to keep
us occupied.
In my spare time, I also teach Takeda Budo, a traditional
Japanese martial art based on the concept of Sobudo:
complete fighting arts. We train armed and unarmed
disciplines including Aikido, Iaido, Jodo, Jukempo,
Kendo and Jujitsu. I hold the licence of Shoden Kyohan
(teacher of the basic art) and have 17 Dan grades spread
out over 6 disciplines. I enjoy gaming and think play is
important to the development of well-rounded
individuals, both in children and adults.
I am very much looking forward to meeting all of you in
person at the IMTAL conference in Austria, 5-9
September 2016.
— Marc Van Hasselt, Chair IMTAL Europe

The editors of Insights Europe are
looking for IMTAL Americas InEurope
sights and older IMTAL Europe
Insights in order to store them and Archive
save them for the future in the Insights Europe archive. We are also
cataloguing them in our Museum
Theatre Database "interpretation: The
any older issues,
International Bibliographic Database of
please, contact Ingo
Living History" (http://www.livehistoR. Glückler at the
ry.de/interpretation/) and we are planCatholic University
ning to digitize older issues and index of Linz/Austria via email: i.glueckthem in order to make all issues online ler@ktu-linz.ac.at or phone: ++43available for members only. If you have (0)732-7842934120.
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Wake the Past
With a Kiss:

Communicating
With Visitors
Through Museum
Theatre

The 2016 IMTAL European
Regional Conference, from
Monday 5th September 2016,
consists of three exciting days
full of panel discussions, performances and workshop
sessions that explore the conference theme: "Wake the Past
With a Kiss: Communicating With Visitors Through Museum Theatre". IMTAL Europe
delegates from IMTAL Europe, IMTAL Americas, IMTAL
cific, EXARC, ALIVE and those who are interested in museum
and compare the variety of tools and approaches in the field of museving history. Come to late medieval Altpernstein Castle in the pictulearn how your colleagues use new and well-tried methods of verbal
tion to get a complex message across to the audience in a digital age.
The 2016 conference will feature international keynote speakers,
workshops and panels of speakers dealing with the theory and
practice of communication in museum theatre, re-enactment,
storytelling and live interpretation. It also includes the opportunity to visit to local museums and historic sites. It will bring
together practitioners, researchers, performers and museum
professionals from across Europe and further afield to discuss,
debate, present and share examples of how this diverse interpretive
tool is evolving and innovating. Proposals may address any facet of
the theory and practice of museum theatre, living history, re-enactment, storytelling and live interpretation.

invites
Asia-Patheatre to share
um theatre and liresque Krems Valley to
and non-verbal communica-
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Tentative Program Schedule
Attendees of the conference can look forward to a variety of talks, presentations and hands-on workshops
on Tuesday 6th and Thursday 8th – as well as an interesting all-day field trip to Carnuntum open air museum, the former Roman capital of the Noricum
province, picturesque Baroque Melk Abbey and the
Austrian National Army Museum in Vienna on Wednesday 7th. Among others we already have thrilling
presentations and workshops on Drama in the Gallery:
Theatrical Methods for Interpreting Visual Art, Museum

in Pointe Shoes: Communicating With Visitors Through
Dance Performances, Olaf's Tales of Battle, Understanding the Distant Past, Wake the Past with Kids, How to
Behave at a Medieval High Table: A Short Theoretical and
Practical Example ofHow to Instruct Interpreters, Carnuntum‘s Appearance and Mediation ofRoman Culture as

well as a round table open forum with IMTAL board
facing questions and addressing issues of delegates. There will also be a grand medieval feast in the Castle’s
Great Hall (bring your costume!), a field kitchen, medieval murder mysteries, a Roman gala dinner: "Roman
Delicacies - At Home With the Romans” and presentations by museum theatre characters, and a barbecue
dinner on the castle’s patio which affords a breathtaking view over the river Krems valley on a dramatic
1300 ft outcrop. The IMTAL Board meeting and the
AGM will be embedded in the conference.

History of Altpernstein Castle
Altpernstein Castle is a medieval castle
in Micheldorf in Upper Austria in the
district of Kirchdorf upon the Krems in
Traunviertel. It is as spur castle with a moat
on a slope of Hirschwaldstein mountain. Around the
castle there are 90 acres of protected landscape. The
castle is about 400 metres above the Krems Valley, 900
metres above sea level. As the castle stands on a promontory, it is surrounded on three sides by an almost
vertical drop of steep walls and on the fourth side by a
deep moat. Hence, it is accessible only by a brick
bridge that replaced a drawbridge in the 18th century.
The castle was built around 1000 and was documented in the years 1160 for the first time. The courtyard
of the castle is the smallest of its kind in Austria and
probably the smallest courtyard in Europe.
After the castle was handed over to the diocese of
Linz the then still very dilapidated building has been
renovated and has been fully used again since the
1960s. Currently, the castle is leased by the Catholic
Youth Movement from Kremsmünster Abbey and is
used as a youth conference centre. Guardroom, guest
patio, chapel, dungeon, knights’ hall and great hall are
publicly available, while the majority of the premises
are either private rooms or premises for seminar participants.
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Conference Registration Instructions
Online Registration for the 2016 IMTAL European Regional Conference in
Altpernstein Castle / Austria is now open. Participants should complete the
Online Registration Form: http://ku-linz.at/bibliothek/imtal_european_regional_conference/conference_registration/. IMTAL Europe offers a reduced registration fee for our conference to IMTAL-, EXARC- or ALIVE-members.
Full-conference registration includes attendance for the IMTAL Conference
Monday through Friday including accommodation, beverage breaks, drinks,
meals and field trip. If you plan to submit an abstract, you will need to register
for the conference. Please note: the last day to register for the conference will be
May 15, 2016. Payment is due no later than August 1, 2016. Confirmations
and invoices will be sent to the email address you provide using the online
form. It is your responsibility to travel to Micheldorf Station / Upper
Austria (47° 5' N, 14° 8' O) by Austrian Federal Railways
(http://www.oebb.at/en/index.jsp) on Monday 5th September 2016 by
6 p.m. for check in. From the station you will be collected by a minibus. The closest airport is Linz. Vienna and Salzburg are a 2 hour ride
each by train changing at Linz Central Station.
Conference Fee and Accommodation
Conference fee including accommodation,
meals, snacks, drinks and field trips will be €
300 for IMTAL, EXARC or ALIVE Members
and € 340 for non-members. Accommodation
will be provided at Altpernstein Castle in
single-sex dormitories (with three to eight bunk
beds. If you would like to be matched with a
room mate, please let us know in the online
registration form).
If you prefer single rooms at a guest house in
the neighbourhood of Altpernstein Castle, the
conference fee will be € 350 for IMTAL,
EXARC or ALIVE members and € 390 for
non-members. Transportation between the
castle and the guest houses is free with mini
buses (walking distance 4,7 km).
Please note if you are planning to rent a car
there is free parking available at the castle.
However, please bear in mind that some
mountain roads can involve sharp bends and
dramatic slopes along the sides of the street.
We are looking forward to meeting you in
Austria, and would be thrilled to also welcome
delegates from IMTAL Americas and IMTAL
Asia-Pacific … Servus!

Ingo Glückler is a costumed
interpreter and library director of the Catholic University of Linz. He acts as author,
interpreter and workshop leader for Governmental Castles
and Gardens of Baden-Württemberg and special collections libraries in Austria.
For more information about the Regional Conference visit: http://imtal-europe.net/events/2016-09-05/imtal-europea
n-regional-conference-2016.html
or
http://ku-linz.at/bibliothek/imtal_european_regional_conference/.
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Franz Joseph
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Sami Mark Yahya / www.samiyahya.net

I have been performing as Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria-Hungary since 2006. To date I have performed in Budapest, Gödöllő, Berlin, Hamburg, Schwerin, Amberg
(Bavaria) and Fort Hahneberg. Since starting, I have gone
through a fair number of books on him, watched documentaries about him, read academic treatises concerning
him and spent many hours learning Hungarian. Although
a lot of work, it has so far been very rewarding. He has become part of my life and it is almost as though he be a
member of the household. Empress Elisabeth, his wife, is
not far behind, and even her last lady-in- waiting, Countess
Sztáray, makes appearances now and again. A conversation
at dinner on a totally unrelated topic can be suddenly interrupted by “I wonder whether I should write to Bratislava
and see whether they’d be interested in a visit by Franz Joseph?” or “Do you want to ask whether they’d like Franz Joseph to open the exhibition!”

With regard to my performances as this famous Habsburg,
from the start authenticity within achievable limits has been important to me, so my uniforms are made with the same materials as their 19th century counterparts. To these I
add three genuine antique pieces – my spurs, my porteépées (sword knot in English, I believe; I don’t care for the
term. It sounds a little bit crude. I prefer the French term)
and my sash. The porte-épées come from before the First
World War, and one of them is a mourning
porte-épée shrouded in black chiffon-like
material.
The sash is also from the reign of Franz
Joseph, as far as I know. As I feel the
mutton-chop beard is a hideous look,
I am loath to shave my chin, so I only do so, when it is worth it, i. e.
when I am doing formal performances which I define as performances that are planned, paid
(sometimes unpaid) and promoted beforehand at a formal and important venue.
Medals have proved
a bit problematic,
but recently I have
managed to get hold
of some which are
close to what Franz
Joseph used to wear,
including an Order of
the Golden Fleece. As to
his person, I have tried to model my movements on his as
far as I can ascertain them from old ciné footage of him
that is available online. I would like to think I have perfected his stoop, for instance. Oddly enough, I have only once
been in uniform in Austria. In 2009 I went to Vienna for a
few days and on the last morning I went to the Hofburg in
my service uniform - blue jacket, navy blue trousers with

red braiding, black shako. I did not shave my chin, as it was
not a formal performance opportunity and therefore did
not necessitate it, but I was still addressed as „Der Kaiser”
by one guide with a group of pensioners. As the Hofburg
on that morning was more or less empty, it was not much
fun, as there was nobody to interact with or at least to see
me. No point performing when there is no audience,
right?!
My main area of activity is Hungary. There I don’t have to
try to reproduce convincing Austrian German. From a digitalised phonograph recording of
Franz Joseph’s voice made in 1903
The
available on YouTube, it is more or
colourfulness of
less clear how much of an Austrian
the uniform can
accent Franz Joseph had, and it is
cheer
people up,
remarkably un-Viennese, but in
Hungary I generally use Hungarian because who can resist
such beauty and
for my performances, so I don’t hasuch playfulness?
ve to worry about whether I sound
exactly like him in German. Interestingly enough, I was once told in
Budapest that my Hungarian has a faint influence of German in it, thus lending verisimilitude to my performance
as the Habsburg King of Hungary. And I have to say that
performing in Hungary is always a great pleasure, not just
because speaking Hungarian is a delight in itself – the language is one of my all-time favourites in terms of its phonology – but also because Hungarians seem to appreciate
the performances as worthy, artistic
contributions to their cultural
landscape.
Not that it is all plain
sailing. In 2006, the first
time I was in costume in
Budapest, a gentleman
accosted me at a railway
station and proceeded to
tell me how awful Franz
Joseph was to the Hungarians. Luckily I had by
then read eough to know
what he was talking
about and was able to assure him that I
knew the grim
truth and he seemed placated. On
another occasion,
while going on an
Llywelyn Ab Eleri
Imperial & Royal
walkabout in the garden of
the National Museum, talking to visitors and stall-holders
alike, another gentleman approached me and gave me a
lecture on the execution of the Arad Thirteen (twelve generals and one colonel who were all hanged during the
1848-1849 War of Independence), but he spoke to me as
though I were really Emperor Franz Joseph, something very flattering to me. Of course, anyone with a grain of senVolume 17 Issue 1-2016 | Insights Europe | 9

ything [was] good. Everything [was] beautiful. I am pleased/satisfied with everything. ”) back to me. The colourful-

ness of the uniform, particularly the parade uniform with
its green-feathered bicorn, can cheer people up, because
who can resist such beauty and such playfulness? For me,
live interpretation can serve a variety of needs. Sometimes
it can (re-)acquaint people with the past, not to put them
through any mental anguish again, but rather to make
them mindful of what has gone on before and remind
them of their heritage, how their ancestors coped with adversity and how the modern freedoms they have attained
The emporer Franz Joseph I answers another
against difficult odds are to be cherished. Likewise it can
question.
serve to ignite some spark of interest in ways of yore long
Llywelyn Ab Eleri
since forgotten or only just being discovered by young ausitivity and feeling would agree that the executions were diences. Or it can serve to provide a moment of joy, charm
totally unjustified. The European powers at the ti- and entertainment to lighten one’s mood.
me all criticised Austria for the harsh justice it Some highlights included riding through the middle lane
was meting out to the defeated Hungarians. of Berlin’s Brandenburger Tor in a carriage, sitting at Franz
But as Emperor Franz
Joseph’s actual desk in his study in
Joseph I had to be
Gödöllő Palace, attending a presentatiLive
careful what I
of Mr Puskas’ telehírmondó inveninterpretation on
said to this genttion at Budapest’s Telephony Museum,
can serve to
leman who was
receiving Countess Festetics and memvisibly moved. It provide a moment of bers of the general public in audience
was not easy to reat the Hungarian National Museum,
joy, charm and
main in the role, but I
riding the Földalatti underground railentertainment to
recall that I was lighten one’s mood. way (the first underground on Contivery conciliatonental Europe) which Franz Joseph
Llywelyn ab Eleri is an actor, liry and the
opened in 1896, and attending both a
ve interpreter, writer, artist and
gentleman,
once
finished,
took
his
demonstration
of
old
ice-cream making and being presenclassically trained singer. He has
leave
cordially.
Did
this
put
me
off
ted
with
Mr
Dobos’
new
cream cake by representatives of
performed on behalf of the
doing
Franz
Joseph?
A
little
bit.
the
Museum
of
Trade
and
Tourism.
Foundation of Museums and
Reading
about
his
regime
before
Does
anyone
ever
hear
about
my performances? Well, to
Visitors for various museums in
the
Compromise
of
1867,
accordate
I
have
been
featured
for
nano-seconds
on Hungarian
Hungary, including the Natioding
to
which
the
Habsburg
terriTV
evening
news
three
times,
I
believe,
have
been internal Museum and Gödöllő Patories
were
divided
up
between
viewed
for
local
radio
and
been
written
about
in several
lace, has performed for Past
Pleasures Ltd in London and
Austria and Hungary, did almost online magazines. When I am in one of those two unihas performed variously in
put me off portraying Franz Jo- forms, pacing briskly along a Budapest street with my adGermany.
seph for good, as it was clear that jutant, Count Paar, beside me, a few paces behind, my
the Austrian authorities caused un- porte-épée swinging, my sabre clanking at my side, the
told suffering to the Hungarian people and per- green feathers of my bicorn aflutter in
petrated a reign of terror against them. On the the breeze, I feel on top of the
other hand, most people react to me in my world. Llywelyn is gone. I am
uniform very positively, happily enjoying the Emperor Franz Joseph. And I
spectacle of the Emperor,
feel all the majesty of being
sometimes even citing
az Ő Császári és Királyi Felség,
Franz Joseph’s own faIsten kegyelméből Ausztriai
mous quotation of
császár és Magyar-, Horvát-, Sz„Minden nagyon jó,
lavon- és Dalmátországok apominden nagyon
stoli királya – His
szép, mindennel
Imperial & Royal Mameg vagyok eléjesty, by the Grace of
gedve” (" EverGod Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King
of Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia and
Dalmatia.
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Llywelyn Ab Eleri

Review
Archeon (NL), Viminacium (RS), and
partners in the OpenArch project. Live
Interpretation in Archaeological Open-Air Museums:
The Dialogue with the Visitors (Work Pagage 3). 50 pp.
[Full View: http://openarch.eu/files/2015-12-18_interpretation2015_ok_web_a4.pdf]
—Angela Pfenninger
This 44-page booklet gives a overview of the findings and initiatives of nine open-air museums throughout Europe that
have worked together in the course of the OpenArch project.
It argues the case in favour of enlivening sites with interpreters and touches upon issues such as interpreting in first and
third person, crafts demonstration, researching roles and
content, types of audiences, tours and guides. Some experts from sites that were not
part of the OpenArch initiative are quoted
and practical examples or tips to improve
one’s performance are added.
The target group of the publication are archaeologists who may or may not be familiar with the aims, opportunities and
nitty-gritty of live interpretation. The
booklet is suited as an “entrée” to the subject of live interpretation for sites that are
playing with the idea of introducing it and
don’t know how to embed it in their openair museum procedures, as well as novice
guides who are just entering the profession
and have had little prior contact with
theoretical discourse linked to the job.
Therefore, much of the information is valid, laudable and proven in practice, however some may find
part of the content very basic, bordering on self-evident. The
core messages of the publication are: know your facts, read
the audience and adapt what you do according to their needs.
Anyone with practical experience under their belt will already know the importance of speaking up in front of a group,
wear a friendly countenance, assume a suitable stance in relation to the object explained or establish eye contact with the
individuals in their crowd. They will implement most of the
advice given in the booklet instinctively on a day-to-day basis.
Different visitor types (“thinker”, “know-it-all”, “doer” etc.)

and how to best tackle them are explained. Guides are encouraged to
establish a certain repertoire of adapting and manipulating their stories
(to match the different needs of juvenile or adult audiences, for instance). Levels of activity (as in tours that are more active or passive for the
audience) are outlined and it is stressed that most audiences are mixed
and will therefore appreciate a healthy dose of activity, while small
children need more of it.
The booklet does not aim to give up-to-date data or figures to support
our cause (ie. as “ammunition” to persuade museum management to intensify interpretive offerings), as the few quantitative comparisons only
refer to the nine sites participating in the OpenArch programme, which
was not meant to offer a statistical basis.
In the booklet, there are some terminological inaccuracies. For instance,
the terms “role”, “acting”, “type” (of tour, of guide…) do not appear to
be clearly defined. Even though the issue of terminologies is a Gordian
knot that a whole host of literature about interpretation has not been
able to cut, many other publications offer more consistency. It would
have been advisable to chose one set of definitions, quote the source and
stick with it, rather than add to the already nebulous terrain.
Whilst the booklet has an inviting and easily accessible
character, it cannot serve all purposes. Many theoretical and practical aspects are missing; for example, that
there is intangible heritage to be interpreted beyond
archaeological fact, or how a guide wishing to portray
an historical character can go about finding suitable
costume. Even if the booklet should only serve to
whet archaeologists‘ appetite for interpretation, reference could have been made to further helpful literature without having to go into great detail.
Generally, more attention could have been dedicated
to linguistic quality as a number of spelling and semantic issues become apparent in the booklet. If any
secondary literature was used for its compilation
beyond the primary sources (ie. observation from experience, the finds of the nine OpenArch sites and the
voices of experts from Historic Royal Palaces and Rijksmuseum quoted in the booklet), these respective
sources could be added to enable further reading.
Overall, the booklet makes for a pleasant, low-threshold entry level read
for people or site managers who want to enter the field of interpretation, taking into account the fact that not everyone working in such an
environment has attended higher education and may therefore be unfamiliar with the basic principles of academic research.
It is also a good introduction to the topic for “worriers” who think interpretation devalues their academic programme or who fear that only
elaborate acting skills enable a guide to become costumed interpreter. It
is a good starting point to put potential practitioners‘ minds at rest as
they get a first impression of methodology and the fun involved in our
work.
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Cloths, Clothing
and Living in
Ancient Carnuntum
Carnuntum, a city of emperors, has been reborn. The major types of
Roman architecture have been reconstructed in Carnuntum's city
quarter: a citizen’s house, a splendid mansion and public baths. The
reconstructions are not fictitious sets or museum objects but
functional buildings that can actually be lived in. A visit to
Carnuntum brings the Romans back to life. A trip to see these
architectural masterpieces, romantic ruins and valuable treasures
will be part of the IMTAL conference in Austria in September!
Archäologischer Park Carnuntum

nery but fully functional structures, offering authentic
Carnuntum Now and Then
More than ten years ago, the scientific board of Carn- insights into ancient Roman life. Visitors strolling
untum decided to reconstruct some of the buildings in through the city quarter find themselves transported
the so-called civilian city uncovered during archaeologi- back into Carnuntum’s everyday life in 300 AD with its
cal research since the late 1940s. The idea was to rebuild inhabitants seeming to have vanished around the corner
them directly on the original find spot1. Up to then, merely a few minutes ago2.
Carnuntum had been known to a
The Cloth Merchant – House of
small group of interested nonVisitors strolling
Lucius
professionals and experts without,
through the city
The so-called House of Lucius3
however, drawing great attention
quarter find
belonging to a cloth merchant was
of the general public.
opened in 2006. It is a detached
Today, visitors of the open air
themselves
house harbouring a large courmuseum can explore the House of
transported back into
Lucius, the lavishly furnished so- Carnuntum’s everyday life tyard, a kitchen, two verandas, a
living room with hypocaust and
called villa urbana, large public
in 300 AD with its
an unheatable workshop. As the
baths as well as another semi-reinhabitants seeming to
owner most probably earned his
constructed peristyle villa, containing remains of an original have vanished around the wealth by dealing in precious
goods, (although findings revealed
mosaic floor. All houses were recorner merely a few
no specific merchandise) archaeoconstructed true to the building
minutes ago.
logists assume him to have traded
phase of the early 4th century
with organic articles. Thus, in our
AD, the time of the Emperors’
Conference in Carnuntum. Experimental archaeology concept, Lucius was a cloth merchant storing his valuawas applied during all phases of reconstruction, invol- ble goods right in his house. This opens up the possibiving Roman construction technique and materials, but lity for our arts and cultural education programs to
address fabrics, various types of cloth, fabrication and
especially original methods of Roman building trade.
As a result, the edifices seen today are not fantastic sce- clothes of different social classes in Roman times.
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The Igel Column, a tomb attributed to the family of the
Secundinii dating back to 250 AD, served as point of reference for the furnishing of the workshop. The monument is located in the German village Igel near Trier
(FRG) and bears scenes related to cloth trade4.
In the House of Lucius, the workshop is made up of a
large table draped with fabrics, a few measurement
sticks and two shelves filled with different cloth materials. During guided tours for schools, children are invited
to don Roman clothes. Museum guides explain how to
correctly wear toga and palla, the latter being a garment
worn by married women in ancient Roman times.
A weaving loom in the adjacent courtyard, reconstructed once more in alignment with experimental archaeology, offers another opportunity to convey the process
of textile production and usage in Antiquity.

Cooperation with the Association “Gentes Danubii”
For events such as the Roman Festival, Carnuntum goes
yet a step further. In cooperation with the Viennese association Gentes Danubii (lat. “peoples of the Danube”), we strive to bring Roman history back to life by
means of living history. Founded as a group in 2009 and
transformed into an association in 2011, Gentes Danubii
focus their activities on presentations of ancient ethnic
peoples inhabiting countries along the Danube and
around the Black Sea from 750 BC to the 4th century
AD.
In the first years, the association’s primary emphasis lay
on the Hellenistic period with presentations of: Persians
and Macedonians in the 4th century BC; the early Roman Imperial Period of the 1st century AD with Roman legionnaires, auxilia and Germanic peoples; and,
finally, the people of the Hallstatt era in Austria. Further periods of interest are: the Bronze Age; the La Tène
period; and Germanic tribes of the 3rd century AD. A
novel project related to the Merovingians is currently
taking shape5.
The members of Gentes Danubii attach great importance to the authenticity of their presentations, meticulously evaluating scientific sources and new developments as
well as originals such as vases, mosaics, descriptions and
various other findings. For this very reason, they closely
cooperate with archaeologists and artisans from at home
and abroad. All members acquire knowledge in old
crafting techniques on their own in order to render
their presentations more interesting6.

Christina Curreli

Gentes Danubii in Carnuntum
Late Antiquity from the 4th century AD onward was
launched as a new project in 2012 due to increased cooperation with Carnuntum. This fascinating period,
dominated by significant changes in society throughout
Roman territories and the expansion of Christianity,
unfortunately does not attract a lot of attention in Austria.
The reconstructions in the ArGroup members
chaeological Park
acquire knowledge in
Carnuntum and
old
crafting techniques
its vicinity to Vito render their
enna offer perfect
presentations more
conditions for living history perinteresting.
formances
of
Late Antiquity,
especially of Roman military. Nearly all male actors can
choose from a wide collection of civilian clothes and
military equipment based on findings and
ancient depictions thus ensuring the
credibility of their actions7.

Crafts and Life in Carnuntum
Carnuntum’s existing infrastructure
allows Gentes Danubii to test and implement different manual projects in
ideal historic circumstances. The reconstructed kitchens have already
been used for cooking ancient Ro- Christina Curreli is a kinderman food8 and some members garten teacher with a great intestudy masonry, ceramics, metal- rest in history since childhood.
or leatherwork.
After starting reenacting in
The process of textile production 2004 she soon reached out for
than mere tourist enterfrom sheep’s wool to coloured fa- more
Laand after intensive retainment
bric is a frequently chosen issue by search
uren attenon various topics,
the association;
its ex- especially
ded Ox-textiles, on her own
ploration starting
with
she
ford started to focus on educational
possibilities of Living
the research and
own
University,
History,
roman laachievingrepresenting
a
reprote
antiquity
with
„Gentes
DaDouble
ductinubii“ and 14th century with
on of
„IG 14. Jahrhundert“.
the
mainly
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Archäologischer Park Carnuntum

Anita & René Arbesser

chaeology Department and the “Long
Day of Museums”. Using scenic presentations, fashion shows, the display
of armour, handicraft and short speeches, the association strives to deliver
a hands-on approach to its spectators.

Pursuing the cooperation with Carnuntum and fellow groups is very dear
to the Gentes Danubii. The latter is
especially important for presentations of Antiquity as
these are niche offers with
a limited audience range
thus making friendship
Christina Curreli
Archäologischer Park Carnuntum
and reliance among
the different groups
handwoven garments in the style of the 4th essential. Furthermore, Gentes Danubii
century AD, partly inspired by the mo- can acquire know-how from others and
saic of Piazza Armerina.
make new contacts with organisers. By
For a living history performance cooperating with Carnuntum and simirelated to fabrics, the Gentes Da- lar institutions or archaeologists
nubii re-enact scenes of everyday throughout Austria, they enhance
life in and around the House of their attainments and actively
Lucius including characters such as the pass them on to interested profescloth merchant and his family, his sionals and non-professionals at
workmen and slaves. They show- events such as e.g. the Roman
case spinning wool and flax, wea- Festival.
Anita Arbesser is a social educa- ving or the process of dyeing
Anita Arbesser
tion worker and lives close to threads and cloths with pigments
Vienna. In her spare time in popular in Antiquity such as reseequalise to her work at the offi1. Chr. Farka, Das Haus aus Sicht des Denkmalschützers, in:
Humer F. (Hrsg.), Carnuntum. Ein römisches Wohnhaus der
ce she spents her time with Li- da, madder and indigo9. On top of
Spätantike in Carnuntum (St. Pölten 2009) 116-117; M.
ving History. She started this this, they also put other less wellWachter, Das Haus aus Sicht des Touristikers, in: ebd., 118hobby 2006 as she got to know known textile techniques on dis119.
her current husband. She has play such as knotless netting and
2. Methodology on arts and cultural education see Großdifferent representations of the sprang which also can be found in
mann M., Kulturvermittlung in Carnuntum, Acta Carnuntiantiquity, however, her main
na 5/1/2015, 48-59.
their
clothes
and
accessories
(hair
focus lies in the Roman late an3. One of the owners became known to us through an instiquity and the age of Hallstatt.
nets, socks etc.). Public perforcription discovered in 1951: Lucius Matticaeus Clemens made
a sancti-fication for the nymphs “do ut des” (I give, so that
mances are a combination of crafyou give) asking them to protect his house from floodings.
ting on the spot, small acting
See Vorbeck E., Zivilinschriften aus Carnuntum (Wien 1980)
scenes and tables displaying samp31 Nr. 121.
4. E. Zahn, Die Igeler Säule in Igel bei Trier 5(Neuss 1982).
les of textile techniques and va5. E. Strassmeir – A. Gagelmann, Das fränkische Heer der
rious dyed or woven materials.
Merowingerzeit 1+ 2 (Berlin 2014).

Re-enactment and Living History
Before its close cooperation with
Carnuntum, Gentes Danubii was already much sought-after by numerous museums and organisers of historic
(Heuneburg, Marle, South
Marion Großmann studied events
Tyrolean
Archaeology Museum,
classical Archaeology in Vienna
Augst,
Dürnberg,
Frögg, Scottish
(A), Athens (GR) and Rome (I)
and already worked as a student Crannog Centre, Gabreta, Vindoin Carnuntum. In the year 2008 nissa etc.). Today, they regularly
she started doing cultural me- apear in Carnuntum for a number
diation and since 2013 she has of events such as the “Monument
been responsible for the mediation of Roman culture in Carn- Day” organised in cooperation
with the Vienna Municipal Aruntum.
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6. M. Sommer, Die Gürtel und Gürtelbeschläge des 4. und 5.
Jahrhunderts im römischen Reich, Bonner Hefte 1982.
7. Ch. Miks, Studien zur römischen Schwertbewaffnung in
der Kaiserzeit (2007).
8. E. Comes, Das Römer-Kochbuch (2008).
9. D. Berger, Färbepflanzen, Pflanzenfarben. Botanik, Färbemethoden, Analytik (2000).
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Review
Gates, Nancy Gotter. Death at Play:
Murder at the Reenactment. Kernersville, N.C., 2008. 216 pages. ISBN 978-0-9815763-4-3.
—Susanne Schneider
Like many other mystery novels, “Death at Play“ indicates
its genre clearly with its prominent title promising the reader
death and murder at a reenactment, a mysterious crime to be
investigated and hopefully solved. In contrast to the
foreboding title, the novel starts on a lighter note by
introducing its protagonist, Tommi Poag. Tommi is an
elderly lady with an average job who, since her divorce, has
lived alone with her cat and seems to lead an uneventful life.
But the reader soon learns that this is not
completely true since Tommi regularly gets
herself into trouble by investigating murders
of which family members or friends of hers
were falsely accused. The present mystery is
already the third case into which she
stumbles.
Tommi gets mixed up in events when she
joins the board of her homeowners
association, a decision she already regrets
before the first meeting. The meeting is as
tedious as expected and only a success
because Tommi makes a new friend in
Constance. When Tommi meets
Constance's husband Garland, she is
introduced to the world of reenactment.
Garland has been an reenactor for twenty
years and acts as a captain in the
Continentals. He is involved in the annual
reenactment of the Battle of Guilford Courthouse which was
fought on March 15, 1781 and also in the reenactment of
other battles of the Revolutionary War. Garland shows her
around at the actual reenactment of the Battle of Guilford
Courthouse and introduces her to fellow reenactors and
sutlers who sell their goods on the site. Tommi is fascinated
by the dedication of everyone involved to make the
reenactment as realistic as possible, she learns about the
importance of the right materials for costumes and how to
get or create an appropriate weapon. She learns how much
research, time and money it can take to get everything right
and finally enjoys history come alive during the reenactment
of the battle.
Tommi also learns that not everyone involved is a decent
person when she and Constance meet Fulton Ridenhour, a
sutler at the reenactment selling material for authentic
clothing. He is unpleasant, at conflict with almost
everybody and suspected of cheating his customers. He is
also a homeowner and when he threatens to sue Tommi's
homeowners association, Tommi and Constance are part of
the team trying to talk to Ridenhour to find a solution.
When Ridenhour is killed during the reenactment of the
battle, Tommi's friend Garland is suspected. Tommi is
shocked and convinced that the police is wrong and since she
is determined to prove Garland's innocence and wants to

find the true murderer she starts investigating.
I believe it is part of the fun of reading a mystery novel to feel that I
somehow took part in the investigation by picking up clues and drawing
conclusions. I even enjoy it if I realise at some point that I was set on the
wrong track. With “Death at Play“, however, I found it difficult to feel
part of the investigation. One reason for this is that Tommi is not only
the heroine of the story but also the narrator and the way the story is
told limits the reader to her point of view. Readers can only pick up on
the clues that Tommi finds and never really knows more about the
murder than she does. This makes it difficult for the reader to do their
own guesswork. Also, when Garland is accused of the murder, there is
no other suspect or motive evident. Tommi has to start from scratch
and she deals with this problem by talking to everyone associated with
the victim, such as neighbours, people he was in conflict with and his
family. She digs up many interesting stories and starts to find clues but
the vast list of people associated with the victim never really boils down
to suspects. In one way that helps to keep up suspense since the reader
keeps wondering which one of them might have had a motive and is
guilty of the crime. However, it also makes Tommi's investigation feel
random at times. It seems to me that the reader is
entertained by watching the heroine go about her work
as she fits the pieces together but has trouble to have
their own part in solving the mystery.
When Tommi starts investigating, the backdrop of the
reenactment and the people involved in it fades away
and the story focuses on the people Tommi decides to
interview and on some events in her own life. Meeting
some characters who already appeared in earlier novels
of the Tommi Poag series, such as Tommi's ex-husband
and his cousin, and the many references to her earlier
cases, help to flesh out the story and give history to the
characters. The many references to everyday life in
Greensboro, North Carolina and to actual places and
events there also help to give the story a realistic
backdrop. Nevertheless, it might have been interesting
to make more use of the reenactment backdrop and
connect the two worlds a bit more.
“Death at Play“ is an enjoyable mystery novel with a
very likeable heroine. In some ways, Tommi seems to be a modern
version of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple: a nice and clever elderly lady
who does her job better than the police, fearless, a bit stubborn and
successful in her attempt to figure everything out - even though there is
at least one thing she almost misses and that the reader figures out long
before her. The story concentrates on the investigation, the stories of
the people involved and their relationships. It deals with their everyday
lives and problems and is set in an everyday environment that most
readers will relate to. It manages with just enough blood and violence as
is neccessary for a story involving murder. The novel is recommended
to all readers who prefer this kind of storytelling to more bloodthirsty
or violent crime stories in darker settings.
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ly doing a job of work here, you’ll get a bit of a
shock tomorrow morIdeally, the decision about which character(s) to use ning”. The Captain of the
should come as a result of a dialogue between the in- Cutty Sark usually gets a
terpreter and the institution – the latter supplying in- round of applause after a
formation about their site, exhibition, current 20 minute deck tour, but
interpretation and visitor profile, and identifying rese- is always taken aback by
arch sources. What you should be trying to achieve is it, and says – “I’ve never
choosing a character or characters that will serve the had a round of applause
purpose of delivering the key messages of the interpre- from a crew before, you
shocked me then!” Basitation to visitors in the most effective way.
The other people who are vital to consider in this pro- cally, once in situ, the
character is in role, and so
cess are the audience themselves. Ask yourself
processing anything that
Who are they? (Both in 2016 and in the context comes to them from the
of the interpretation).
audience is simply done
Why are they here? (Again, both in 2016 and at through the medium of
the interpretation)
that character and the
Where and when is “here”?
context…
When we audition, we get candidates to do a host of
The key point is to give visitors a context so they can improvisation exercises and later, to do a speech from a
feel comfortable. If you are a Captain on a ship, treat play – when they reach the end, they stay in character
the older men as able seaman,
and take questions in role from
youngsters as apprentices – “I
Have characters that the other auditionees. It’s a good
know why you’re here, you want
of seeing who can think on
serve a purpose, and way
to be signed up as crew!” (and
their feet. The same exercise,
give them something “hotseating”, as part of preparawatch them immediately stand a
to do, a reason to be tion for a role in a museum, afbit straighter at the prospect); or
visitors to the War rooms were
there.
ter the research has been done, is
put in role as new staff, being ininvaluable as part of the process
ducted, shown the ropes before they start work the so that the interpreters can discover what they know,
next day.
find good strategies for communicating it and also (and
sometimes even more valuable) to find out what they
Things to remember:
don’t know and to remedy those gaps in their knowledge.
It’s all about them, not all about you
But how to make that initial approach? How to start
At the very beginning of the existence of the Museum the process of interaction that we know makes the inof the Moving Image in London, a museum set up to formation more memorable than a mere passive reatell the story of the development of the moving image ding of an information board or using a computer
from shadow puppets to the most modern movies, the interactive?
first company of live interpreters were recruited largely from theatre actors. This was not the best choice, as Engineering an “In”
live interpreters don’t have a fourth wall, a silent and You can find ways to approach and interact with peorespectful audience, or even, very often, a fixed script. ple by active listening – observing what they are inteTheatre actors also like a round of applause at the end rested in, puzzled or confused by, and then you are in
of a performance, but live interpreters would usually the perfect place to step in and offer interpretation
be very surprised to get one! Pretty soon it was reali- that will be tailozed that a live interpreter was a different kind of per- red exactly to
andrew ashmore & associates work on live
son, motivated by the desire to tell the story of their their needs. Actiinterpretation projects for a wide range of
museums and historic sites. They are
character, site or exhibition in such a way as to make ve listening also
currently working with the Museum of Lonit memorable and fascinating to the visitor.
takes place dudon, the British Motor Museum, Greenwich
In one-on-one interactions, there won’t be a round of ring your deliveHeritage Centre, the British Museum, the
applause, but sometimes if the character takes a pro- ry – give eye
National Archives and Cutty Sark.
menade performance or tour of the site, exhibition or contact, observe
To contact Andrew email ashmoreacts@yagalleries there may be. This should usually baffle the your audience –
hoo.co.uk or take a look at our website character. Our 1940s Major in the War Rooms always see how the inwww.ashmoreacts.org
says “if you expect to get a round of applause for simp- formation
is
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being received. Also give the audience a licence to ask
questions, participate, enter into dialogue - but don’t
make it compulsory as some people are less comfortable interacting with characters. Aim to make them feel
at ease by being non-threatening and informative.
The character should be perfectly at home in the space
or setting, so
that they seem
Live interpreters are
naturally locamotivated by the
ted there. If the
desire to tell the story research is done
of their character, site well and the setor exhibition in such a way as ting is right, the
audience can be
to make it memorable and
transported and
fascinating to the visitor.
feel as if they
have travelled
through time.
Your character should have plenty to say – not just a
smiling face in a splendid costume, or a charming guide who doesn’t know much about the period they are
in. Have characters that serve a purpose and give them
something to do, a reason to be there. Give the audience a context too, something simple, neither difficult nor threatening, which will give a structure to the
interaction and a purpose to the information they receive.
So, here’s a quick checklist of what to do when you
are picking a character to portray and a brief deconstruction of them:

bring people on board – it’s important to make your
audience comfortable. For example, use a greeting
such as – “how wonderful it is to meet other persons
of quality”. People love to be thus described! Insider
knowledge / expert works well – what an opportunity
for the visitor to meet and learn from such a person,
but wear that status lightly and don’t come across as
too superior as this can be alienating; in contrast, character flaws can make the audience feel comfortably
superior!

Are you using a scripted performance / improvised
interactions / both?
This will affect the amount of knowledge you need
and the degree of research / preparedness required. If
you are interacting with an audience, talking with
them and allowing them to ask questions, then you
will clearly need to know more than if you are just delivering a script at set times and then leaving the space
without taking questions and interacting.
Know your stuff – and know what to say if you don’t!
The more you know, the more fun you can have, and
the more everyone will benefit from the interaction.
But if you are asked something you don’t know - find
a reason why the character doesn’t know it, and find
out the answer for next time (or even later that day if
possible, while the visitor is still on site); for example,
the character’s wife or servants handle the finances, or
simply that the character has forgotten. As citizens today, we don’t know everything about everything so
there’s no reason the character should either – but find
Start from learning objectives / what you out for next time the question is asked!
want visitors to leave having understood
When you are devising your character, The character should be:
researching your information,
Eyecatching (clearly a character), informative
reading about the period the
and inspiring.
character is in, have the learVital – telling human stories / social history /
ning objectives clear in your
bridging the gap between objects / places and
mind at all times so that you will
human experience – tell stories that matter to
know what to focus on both in resethe audience and have human details and dimenarch and delivery.
sions as well as the bigger picture.
Able to gauge each interaction and respond apWho / where / when are you?
Andrew Ashmore works on li- And why have you made those
propriately.
ve interpretation projects for a choices?
Well-researched and able to answer questions
wide range of museums and A character who is later in time
from an audience who will be engaged and made
historic sites. He is currently
more curious by the material.
in
any
given
period
has
more
to
working with the Museum of
London, the British Motor Mu- talk about looking back. So if the
seum, Greenwich Heritage exhibition covers the 18th centu- And lastly, what the character should NOT be:
Centre, the British Museum, ry, find yourself in the 1790s rat“Just for kids”.
the National Archives and Cut- her than the early 1700s. An
Looking great but knowing nothing.
ty Sark.
exhibition may suggest a key date
Talking down to audiences.
or, if you are playing a named
Going on too long – judge by the audience
character, then a particular event might be the basis
when you’ve said enough give them an opportufor your choice. Think of a character who will best fanity to leave, or to stay and hear more.
cilitate communication, and work well with an auSeeming out of place.
dience – a low status character might be easier for
Going through the motions.
people to talk to. If you are high status, find a way to
Giving incorrect information.
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A House Full of Stories
- The “Bremer Geschichtenhaus”

by no means guaranteed as major social trends might
change. Even if the foundations give us money, it’s
only ever an annual commitment which doesn’t enaWhat is GH and how does it operate?
The “Bremer Geschichtenhaus” portrays Bremen his- ble us to plan very far in advance.
tory spanning from the 17th century to the 1910s
through acting and storytelling alone – instead of Who can work for you at GH?
using historical objects, we rely on theatrical means to Ullrich: It’s only people who have been unemployed
evoke an image, an impression of the past. Visitors for a minimum of one year who can take part in the
encounter up to ten consecutive, distinct theatre sce- programme. We ”haggle“ (negotiate?) with the authones, each one offering an immediate personal encoun- rities over how long performers can stay with us - mater with characters who tell of crucial events, ny enjoy it here and wish to stay on and we’re happy
innovations and social change in the old Hanseatic to have some more experienced staff and not just constant fluctuation. So some people
town The audience are involved
have stayed up to four years with
emotionally and, at times, physiPeople who are
us. Since our foundation we’ve
cally. The venue is open daily to
had about 200 people working in
individuals and group visits.
traditionally
different functions; currently
excluded from the
we’re juggling about 100 names
Ullrich: GH is supported by bras
enjoyment of, or
when putting together the staff
e. V., a social association which participation
in, cultural
rota. Our people work in all deaims to support people getting
back on the labour market. All programmes, here are the partments: ticketing, catering,
our money comes from the fe- main agents without whom advertising, administration and
deral state of Germany, Bremen the whole venture wouldn’t sewingfor example. They can acquire a host of skills, acting is
local government and foundatiexist.
just the tip of the iceberg.
ons. I function as the link with
The beauty of our scheme is that
the funding bodies and regional
government. Since the GH is, first and foremost, a so- people who are traditionally excluded from the enjoycial enterprise, we do not compete with other cultural ment of, or participation in, cultural programmes, are
institutions for funding but are all the more bound to the main agents in this case, without whom the whole
procedures of local employment agencies. We are venture wouldn’t exist. They are an integral part of a
proud to say that we manage to cover 40% out of our quality product. This gives participants self-confidence
own revenue (editor’s note: in a state-run German beyond mere rhetorical training.
theatre, that quota is on average well below 15%). Still, Within Germany our concept is unique and the city
it’s always a struggle and our continuing existence is of Bremen has realised the tourism and marketing poVolume 17 Issue 1-2016 | Insights Europe | 19

tential of this site. Like any
other visitor attraction, we needed to build a good reputation
first but we succeeded and that
makes us proud.

What’s your audience structure?
We get a statistical average of
the population here and a good
mix of individual guests
and pre-booWe want ked group vithe visitor sits. Tours are
a maxiexperience for
mum of 20
to be a
people otherwise it gets too cram- themselves and I only intervene when the part is obkaleidoscope:
ped. We have between 4,000 and viously unsuitable. There is no “one size fits all”: for
every interpreter we develop his or her individual nardifferent every 5,000 guests per month.
their unique historical character and their partitime, but always Do you have special offers for ration,
cular slant on a given historical event. Some of our
colourful and
actors have multicultural
kids?
adding fresh
Sara: We have found kids respond backgrounds for instance. It
historical insights. well to an immersive environment. would not be plausible or
To create this, our in-house costume believable for them to pordepartment have made up costumes tray true Bremen originals.
for small children and we have made up a doll for each For cases such as these, we
of our characters (the lame pedlar, the fishwife, the might create a whole new
murderess…). The dolls seem to be the right narrator perspective. In the
dimension to introduce children to our course of the last ten years,
we must have created more
themes.
For school visits, we offer in- than 200 such characters and
troductory seminars for tea- scenes. One person can play
chers so they know what to two, three different roles wiexpect here - a conglomerate of “pri- thin the house (that ensures
vate” history (personal stories?), no they don’t get bored playing
state business that children find hard the same all of the time).
We work without a written
to relate to.
As in any museum environment, text; each part is developed
kids’ birthday parties can cause a exclusively through improSara Fruchtmann spent her riot; especially boys between the visation which grants us the
adult life working in the theatre ages of 8 and 12 who can need a freedom to adapt to new siand film-business as an actress / higher level of activity. Therefore tuations and a broad variedirector / producer. In 2006, to- we have introduced a special tour ty of different groups of
gether with Ullrich Mickan, she
started the Bremer Geschich- “Time thieves”, when our young visitors. We do, however,
tenhaus and has since been re- guests steal our narrators their ti- pay attention to language,
sponsible for the further me… (Note - I don’t understand keeping out modernisms
developement of this unique li- what you mean.)
and adding significant exving-history project.
pressions of the time – but
Can any performer play any the free form precludes
the use of old German.
character?
Sara: No, that wouldn’t make sense. Performers and No great loss, as visitors
characters are “mat- would be quite unable to
ched” due to sui- understand a 17th centuInfo on the Bremer Geschichtenhaus tability.
But ry person.
on: http://bremer-geschichtenhaus.de/
mostly people Rather than have the text
choose well for written in stone, we in20 | Insights Europe | Volume 17 Issue 1-2016

tend to find themes we can offer
our audiences to
relate to in their
own time (for teenage
school
groups, why not
talk about drugs,
undies, body art
or the parallels
between a veil
that was part of
an historical woman’s gear compared to modern
day Muslim veils if there are reliable sources to be found for that kind of historical
knowledge). If guests don’t find our stories relevant to
their own peer group and life experience, they’ll
switch off in no time.
Our performers do a maximum of 12 appearances a
day to keep them fresh. We don’t want guests to encounter bedraggled actors.

How do new performers start?
Ullrich: New performers receive a study
pack from us. It gives them information
on the character(s) they’re to portray and
also about the sociological aspects of the
time, important events and so on. The actors need to be able to improvise so they
need a host of information beyond the mere scene. The scenes are very small scale
and intimate but in close proximity to each
other so people are “sent along“, from one
actor to the next within a tour; they can’t
just roam the premises at will. In the hour
and a half they’re with us, guests may go
through stages of initial insecurity (“Hell, I
hope they don’t want me to say anything”)
to safety and active fun (reaching a point
where they are eager to ask question or
cheer the performer along). As there are
different people working with us every day,
not all the sets are in use and the cast varies,
repeat visitors will experience a new tour
every time. We want the visitor experience
to be a kaleidoscope: different every time
but always colourful and adding fresh
historical insights.
Sara: Acting training is available forv40
hours a week, although not everyone
is there all the time. We train people
to read their audience. The more advanced art of dealing with difficult
punters etc. follows after people have
undergone basic body work, leading

eventually to comprehensive embodiment of a character. Training
continues on a regular basis once
people are performing and we
check on them regularly to ensure
quality standards. Our guests deserve the best product we can offer. All
the scenes are for one single interpreter but we like to think of them as an
“illusory dialogue” rather than a
monologue. Thus, we hope to Angela Pfenninger is a
make the audience accomplices of costumed interpreter and
the narrator rather than assume a drama practitioner who acts
fourth wall (which isn’t there). as author, performer, director
On the contrary, the narrator and workshop leader for
and museums in
makes it clear they’re happy to theatres
Southern
Germany.
have company (the audience), at
the same time providing a safe
environment where guests don’t need to fear some participation will be sprung upon
them suddenly!

What are the particular challenges for new performers?
Sara: Our training very much focuses on physical presence and
gets people ready to deal with the immediacy and proximity of their audience.
When we talk of “embodiment” we mean
this quite literally: a lot of our
performers join us with zero pri- Ullrich Mickan trained as an
or acting experience and are bur- electrical engineer before studened by a prehistory of dying theology and social
He then worked in
long-term unemployment, bad sciences.
and project manahealth or challenging family rela- consulting
gement before taking over
tionships. Their social status and Geschichtenhaus manageself confidence in real life can be ment.
quite low. It’s my first job to ensure our performers feel comfortable in their own bodies, with their own voices, then enable them to work
with their body, not against it. As work continues
they reach a high standard of communication skills,
including breathing techniques and other dramatic
methods.
Are there any specific influences on your approach
to theatrical work?
Sara: I used to direct film documentaries and that
background has informed my work as a director at
GH. Stylistically, you could say we used documentary
films as a model for our monologues. I wanted to create a format that would be accessible and popular, with
a healthy dose of good old-fashioned storytelling and
funfair attraction.
The telling question: first or third person?
Sara: We work strictly with first person interpretation.
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For us, third person
just doesn’t make sense.
As pointed out, we do
not believe in scripted
monologue.
Stories
told in a gripping and
authentic manner is
equally important as their exact content is. Our aim of
conveying an emotional message is equal, or even greater, than imparting facts. Actually, it is the emotional
impact that decides how well the facts will be remembered …
Ullrich: Of course, we don’t forget our duty to the
truth; everything our people tell within in a tour is
either proven fact or was highly probably, taking safe
imaginative leaps. Our characters are either real people, whose lives are reasonably well-documented, or
composite characters who are representative of their
time.
Sara: No matter which it is, as soon as you pretend to
be somebody else it takes hard graft to master your
trade, to know “how”. That’s where our training
starts. We do not use professional actors therefore I
have found that our characters will bend to suit their
interpreter, rather than the other way round. I well
remember how horrified I was of museum visits
when I was a kid. GH is my personal revenge for
their forbidding hands-off ethos.

GH is unique because …
Ullrich: We are convinced that traditional patterns of
creating and experiencing cultural offerings are on
the way out. The classic bourgeois, wealthy audiences
are - literally - dying
off the next few
Our characters will years. The generatibend to suit their
ons following them
interpreter, rather have entirely diffethan the other way round. rent needs and backgrounds. They don’t
care about classicist
airs and graces. If we want to convey history to them,
it needs to be entertaining and accessible, otherwise
we’ll just lose them.
Sara: Consider also that our lives are forever getting
more technical. A lot of museums have jumped on
that bandwagon and they’re installing expensive multimedia equipment everywhere - that is then constantly broken or out of date within months of its
installation (our visitors’ smartphones will overtake
anything a house can afford in a matter of weeks). It
would be madness to do that as well. The very fact
that everything is now available at the push of a button means that people’s hunger for real stories and
human interaction will prevail and grow!
Thank you for sharing your experiences with our readers and good luck for your venture!
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Men wi
- Theatre for Children

The yard reconstructs ships from the Dutch Golden
Age that are important to national maritime history.
Last year was the thirtieth anniversary of the Bataviawerf. On that occasion, “OnStage” was asked to produce and perform a play for the children of the
elementary schools of Lelystad. “OnStage” is a theatre
and event company and is a part of the school for Acting and Event management (Art and Culture) which
in turn is part of the institute for further vocational
education: MBO College Almere. The students from
our school are aged 16 to 25 years.
As theatre directors of “OnStage”, we thought that
this job was a perfect opportunity to bring the ship
Batavia - a fully reconstructed, functioning 17th century vessel - and the yard with all its workshops and display of old crafts skills, alive. To achieve this, we
devised two different plays for two age groups: for the
older children, the plot was devised to be performed
on the finished ship, whilst the play for the younger
ones moves through the different areas of the yard.

th Beards
at the Batavia Shipyard

activity for our students and also to
enrich the possibilities to experience
theatre. Our goal with site specific
theatre on locations such as the Bataviawerf is creating an experience, as
well as stimulate the imagination and
curiosity of participants and public
alike.
Bataviawerf was not the first time
“OnStage”performed theatre in a historical site. For three years in a row, we
also brought Castle Muiderslot alive
with actors during Halloween
and Saint Nicholas. Muiderslot is a medieval
castle overlooking the river
Vecht in the
The two plays had a similar theme based on two old port and historical town called
Dutch folk songs. One is called “Daar was laatst een Muiden, near Amsterdam. “OnStage”
meisje loos” which tells the story of a girl who wants to offers all sorts of theatre productions and
go sailing on a ship and has to dress up like a man. The acts. The organisation, design, styling and
other song called “Al die willen te Kaapren varen” tells technical side of the events is also
the listener that you have to have a beard to sail on a always in the hands of our own
Caron, artistic direcship beyond the Cape of Good Hope. Both plots deal students, which makes “OnStage” Heleen
tor
of
“OnStage”|
theater en
special: we ta- evenementenproducties
with the same gender theme: in the
ke care of the MBO College Almere, hasat
historical seafaring world, those
Our plots deal with entire produc- been active as a theatre teawanting to join a voyage must have
cher and director since 1986 “a beard” to sail and see the world a gender theme: in tion. At the
as an independent director
Bataviawerf,
they had to be male. The play for
the historical
actress and also in the vathe older children was more histo- seafaring world, those we organised and
rious theatre classes and
the visit of the schools. She is co-founder of
ry oriented than the play for the
wanting to join a voyage 1,200 children the educational programme
younger ones.
who came to “Art and Culture”.
The site came alive and our purhad to be male.
the shipyard.
pose was to demonstrate and experience but not explain. We wanted the plays to be a We managed the reception space
journey into the fabulous locations and not a history and a programme to entertain and prepare the children
lesson. Our “OnStage”productions are always a result waiting for the show. We think that in the field of theaof conferring with our clients about what they expect tre in museums and world heritage sites, a lot more posand want, whilst searching for different and new ways sibilities lie waiting to be discovered. We love to explore
to work with theatre. We wish to enlarge the field of them.
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Welcoming over 150,000 visitors a year to the city centre location, Dublinia Heritage Centre has four interactive, multi-sensory exhibitions; Viking Dublin,
Medieval Dublin, History Hunters and St Michael’s
Church Tower. The exhibitions promote sensory learning (termed “empirical” by educators and museologists). This is a learning strategy regularly used in
heritage centres to effectively create powerful and engaging visitor experiences. However, this learning strategy
is not restricted to the visiting public as it also features
in the programme of a unique tour guide training course, The Dublinia Heritage Project run at Dublinia.
This empirical strategy inspired a lecture given at the
Destination Viking Group’s “Follow the Vikings” Conference at Foteviken, Sweden last November.
If the reader was to explore the Viking or Medieval street
scenes of Dublinia they would see families and groups
chatting on sheepskin rugs in a reconstructed Viking
house, dads trying to lift the back-breaking weight of medieval armour or couples carving their names in Viking
rune letters. A comprehensive events programme where
visitors “‘have a go” at carving a mason’s mark on stone,
making a reed basket or interacting with a medieval archer carving a bow adds to the sensory empirical interaction in Dublinia embedding memories, creating a
meaningful experience lasting long after the visit to Dublinia. The experiences for adults and children are both
“hands-on” and “minds- on”. With such levels of interaction in one place, one wonders where tour guides delivering living history can find a niche!
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for successful employment within the tourism industry.
The course is structured around 5
core values; knowledge, context, encouragement, experience and confidence. The course delivers a tailored programme of blended academic and
practical education for adult learners. Students study
subjects such as: history, archaeology, folklore, culture, heritage, customer service,
French and communications.
Assessments of these topics
range from undertaking
an archaeological site
survey, researching a special topic in history and
designing and delivering city walking tours. In class tutorials, students learn and discuss various areas of Ireland’s heritage
and culture while developing their own research and dissemination skills which feed back into their skills as tour guides.
Practical elements of the course include work experience in Dublinia. During this time, students learn how to give guided exhibition tours, how to demonstrate living history, work at the
front of house welcome area and carry out other duties required
to run a successful heritage centre. Embedded in this practical
On reaching the end of the reader’s explorati- element is the use of the exhibitions as a classroom and thereby
on of Dublinia, a conclusion may be that visi- as an empirical tool for teaching. Guides are encouraged to “use”
ting Dublinia is a social, fun and engaging the exhibition to learn and then to guide groups of visitors. This
experience. We are more inclined to learn process accommodates different types of learners and also assists
when having fun and this empirical, multi-sen- those who have had no formal education for a number of years.
sory, social experience encourages discussion The programme’s tour script training sessions focus on gaining
and debate. The experience is further enhan- the skills and understanding in order to give an engaging guided
ced with the presence of people-based living tour. Some students have never spoken in front of people before
history. Chatting with a live interpreter wea- so confidence building sessions and voice projection workshops
ring the costume of a Viking warrior or a me- are provided. This part of the course can be challenging for new
guides as they have to learn to redieval peasant all have scope to
member, understand, project and
enhance the significance and social
engage with the visitor. That’s not
experience for the visitor. Tour guide
Permitted
to
all. Guides are required to give tours
students are trained to deliver such
in costume and, for some, this is
experiences through living history
hold shields
even more challenging than learning
using empirical techniques. A muand swords,
a script.
tually beneficial relationship develops
allowed
go
through
an
Popular culture does not often globetween the visitor and the living hisarray
of
daggers
or
try
rify the common man in history so
tory guide that enhances and benefits
the visitor experience at Dublinia.
on professionally made there is a short-lived but sharp realiThe training course, which includes costumes, motivates sation that providing an authentic
historical experience of Viking and
tour guiding and living history, lasts
and
inspires
reaction.
Medieval Dublin does not mean one
11 months with 24 students undertaIn
Dublinia,
we
refer
to
automatically dresses up as a winged
king its uniquely tailored programme.
Viking Valkyrie or gold wearing
The course is a government funded
it as the “wow”
Tudor King as over-represented in
training initiative programme with
moment.
popular shows. A stock of costumes
QQI accreditation that recruits unis maintained and stored on site and
employed individuals from ages 18 to
guides
are
given
the
opportunity
to choose the costume they pre65 interested in furthering their education and
fer
to
wear.
It
can
be
a
delicate
process
for some who may be bojob prospects in the heritage and tourism indy
conscious
or
lack
confidence
however,
giving the guides
dustry. The main objective of the course is to
choice
and
explaining
the
context
and
history
of their particular
train these individuals to graduate as engaging
costume
helps
and
encourages
a
comfortable,
trust-based, creditour guides equipped with the skills required
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ble transition into third person interpretation.
bridge between
Through the courses blended learning ap- them and a stranproach, a living history and re-enactment ger. With experiprofessional is brought in to talk to the ence, they begin
students. They will have never have ex- to understand
perienced this type of classroom expe- that they are porience before and this module is a werful human
wonderful process to witness by the agents of change.
course facilitators. Permitted to hold They understand
shields and swords, allowed go the value of their
through an array of daggers or try on interaction and
professionally made costumes, what it brings to
motivates and inspires reaction. In the visitor expeFidelma Yore, Training museological terms it is known as rience within the
Coordinator of the Dublinia an “embodied” experience but in social, multi-senHeritage project, is a graduate
of Heritage and Cultural studies Dublinia we simply refer to it as sory exhibitions.
with over 16 years’ experience the “wow” moment. This also fa- The sense of
in archaeology, heritage tourism miliarises guides with professional achievement - their “wow” moment - becomes the visimanagement and education.
costumed interpreters and the high tors’ reaction of a “wow” moment. The students now
standards of professional historical become fully fledged guides and in turn become empirecreation. Having sometimes been unemployed for a rical and empirically conscious.
long time, the guides begin to understand the career po- The practical process inspires self-confidence and indetential of the course and appreciate the skills pendence, focusing on the individual and their often
they are learning. These empirical lear- varied learning needs. It can be a journey both personing experiences are ones students will nally and professionally for students and for many it is
soon use to interact with visitors du- a profound one. The broad age range of students mean
ring their work experience.
some may once have run their own businesses while
After the professional interpreter others take on the challenge in later years having disessions, students are presented with stant memories of formal education. A huge amount
Dublinia’s collection of
of time and energy is deliverreplica objects they will
ed in order to train and enuse when presenting liWith experience, courage students, helping
ving history. Items
them to develop into confithey begin to
and tasks range from
dent and knowledgeable guiSheila Dooley has been curator demonstrating how a
understand that des in the 11 month time
and education officer at quern stone is used
frame.
they are powerful
Dublinia since 2008. She
in
bread
making
to
The students gain an academic
studied
history
and
human agents of
qualification which is a QQI
archaeology,
and
after how a medieval wax
change.
graduating from Museum tablet is used to deMajor award at Level 5 in HeStudies course from Leicester, monstrate the origritage and Cultural Studies.
prefers interpreting exhibitions ins of the iPad. Different The award is the equivalent
of a pre-university level
to digging outdoors!
weapons are used to demonstrate qualification that is recognised all over Europe. With
combat techniques while herbs over 90 percent of students gaining employment or
and spices demonstrate the medieval medicine cabinet. progressing to further education after completing the
The replicas give the interpreter control over the level course, the only downside to the relationship is that
of social interaction from which confidence grows. they leave Dublinia to seek a new adventure and the
The replicas also give the interpreters a reason to talk course seeks the next intake of students. For Dublinia,
to visitors when working in the exhibition, acting as a the empirical strategy continues.
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Historical
Interpretation
in an Urban Context

event, country-wide. But in context of history or historical education, the entertainment massively outIn December 2014, there was a meeting in the city of weighs the educational character. An event like the
Worms, Germany. Re-enactors and academics of dif- Nibelungen-Festspiele is an opportunity to teach peoferent professions – historians, archaeologists, histori- ple about local history or local historical events. The
cal linguists – came together to discuss approaches for clear entertainment focus makes it easy for any visitor
working closer together and finding common goals to identify the fictional and interpretative character
that may be worthwhile to focus
of the event and there is no claim
on. The main question was, casualfor historical correctness. Re-enacly speaking: “ How do we close the
If a city decides tors do not play a role here, as no
gap between the academic ivory
reconstruction of historical facts
to display its
tower and the hobby historians / retakes place but a play with hired
own history,
enactors and what are the benefits?”
actors.
why shouldn’t it
Several ideas were put to paper and
The same applies to the Spectacuwill surely be discussed in a followlum Worms, a medieval market.
attempt to be as
up meeting. This article though fo- accurate as possible? Also an annual event – and one of
cuses on one of those ideas, mainly:
the biggest in Southwestern Gerhistorical interpretation in an urmany – which by its name alone
ban context. “Urban”, in this instance, meaning of a might make full-blooded re-enactors frown. But
modern city with a rich – but maybe somewhat ne- since there are someglected – history. This is why I will give a brief sum- what strict rules for the
mary of events with a historical background in said selection of the re-enactors
city, focusing on the mechanics between an academic who participate, the quality
approach and the role of re-enactors.
of craftsmanship demonstraWorms already has some events with historical back- tion and contextual cloground. The Nibelungen-Festspiele is an annual play thing are rising each year.
about (who’d have thought it) the Nibelungen saga, The visitors are invited to
but each year in a new context, a new interpretation, ask questions and may even
a completely new play. It is surely a well-known participate in some workshops
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to gain some first-hand-experience. Of course, the
mass of participants (roughly 500 each year) indicates
that an educational concept cannot be applied here in
a way that a museum or similar location could. Still,
the exchange of goods, craftsmanship and knowledge
is a desire that is clearly met and supported by
the organizing team.
The Andreasstift, the main museum of
Worms beside the Nibelungen museum (which is linked to it,
nonetheless), also offers
events with the participation
of re-enactors. The Römertage, for example, invite visitors to focus on the Roman era during which
Worms played a somewhat important
role. The participants share interpretations
of Roman cooking, daily life
of course, military activity.
Uwe Hildenbeutel studied and,
Now
as these scenarios are acGerman science and philosotively
inviting visitors to participhy at the University of
pate
(to
ask, touch, taste and feel
Frankfurt. He now works in
what
is
shown) the possible baarchaeology and historical
lance
between
education and enevent management.
tertainment is a given.
To make my approach clear, if
an event claims to be “historical”, it should be to a
certain degree (we’ve all had those discussions and we
all know the boundaries of historical interpretation).
Some people are entertained by historical facts per se,
but the typical visitor to such events takes the word
“event” literally – they want to be entertained, as well
as learn something new about whatever subject is offered.
But how can a city use the approach of historical interpretation for its own purposes without mocking
actual history?
The above mentioned events
are more or less common
in many cities. They offer more or less historical accuracy, which
might be caused by
a
stereotypical
view on historical
settings. The influence of modern media like television –
Hollywood movies, modern
documentaries
and so on - is a
heavy one on
the public reception. And thus there is a certain
expectation
of
“what history looks
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like”.
But if a city decides to display its own history why
shouldn’t it attempt to be as accurate as possible? Of
course, the entertainment-education-balance needs to
be taken into account. But let’s look at some further
examples and ponder what makes most sense.
When taking a guided tour you want to know some
historical facts, maybe some trivia and some urban
myths people tell each other for generations (“And it
is said that in this very tower the mayor was hung by his
own wife!”) to spice things up a little – but even those

anecdotes are part of history, after all. Does that guide need to dress up in
historical clothes though?
One could
Not necessarily, alas
they’re only a narrator, a
argue that
voice between those sites
events are
tourists are visiting.
there
for
What about the “Nightwatch” guided tour? A entertaining and
guided tour as well, found historical accuracy
in many cities nowadays does not matter
(like Frankfurt or Rothere.
thenburg ob der Tauber),
usually (of course) after
dark. There still is a guide, a narrator of old stories
but the setting is different. It is dark and the surroundings are blurry at best. Excellent for the atmosphere,
as if you’d accompanied a ghost of forgotten times
through a city and he tells you about everything.
Now this is no sight-seeing like the example before.
This is, so to speak, site-experiencing, guided by a
person who usually is a first-person narrator (whereas
the usual guided tour is not), representing an entity of
the city. It’d lead to bad reputation to tell false facts so
let’s assume he sticks to the correct ones. What about
his costume? There is no reason at all not to dress up
in a historically correct manner and through this the
promoted historical picture would be complete. And
even more, it would be a first impulse to contradict
the Hollywood-history picture.
Taking this one step further, some cities have
plays about local history. Worms re-enacted
the marriage of emperor
Friedrich I and Isabella of
England, for example. These
are unique opportunities on
which a decent historical picture can be shown, no matter
how accurate the actual play is.
So what does all this mean in regards of the initial question? Where
is the advantage for a city or an official institution like a museum to
actually take account of historical
accuracies?

One could argue that events are there for entertaining and, in turn, will find it
and historical accuracy does not matter. This might easier to value it and
be applicable from a solely financial point of view. participate as well.
But if one decides to promote cultural heritage, the And this appreciation
quality of the details should not be a matter of finan- will benefit the organicial decisions. Even more, if one decides to display zer which is, in this arculture and history, inaccuracies will distort this pic- ticle’s case, the city.
ture and a city, or a muFostering
a
seum, have said heritage
good relationin their hands. Showing
Year after year ship with comindifference to this will
the number of petent
lead to declining local
participants
applications got and a serious
knowledge and interest
of the inhabitants and vi- lower, leaving the ones approach to the
sitors; the start of a
subject
will
of higher quality.
downward spiral.
help to close
If the claim of historical accuracy – depending on the gaps, bring “the right
event of course – is fulfilled, the organizer will not people” together, nurture new forms of playing and
only have an event as planned but even more: the result in events that will eventually make a whole
outside effectively will, over time, lead to acknowled- new level of entertainment being based on accurate
gement in various circles; academics, re-enactors, research, a certain love for history – and surely
craftsmen (with historical background), education enough of that little craziness we all need in this busiprofessionals, and elicit the respective research. Of ness.
course acknowledgement won’t buy anything by itself
but the secondary effect will be a rising interest in
those events, tightening the networking and bringing
people with the same interests and goals together.
This will result in a rising quality of those events
(more interest and more contacts leading to more and
more competent people being involved) which, at
last, might be able to correct the already mentioned
Hollywood images over time.
A nice utopia, isn’t it?
Not at all. As I took over the responsibility for the reenactors of the Spectaculum Worms, I made it clear
that I wanted to raise the quality level of those participants. With guidelines online and a proper communication both via homepage and social media, we
communicated those guidelines, always being responsive in matters of research. And year after year the
number of applications got lower, leaving the ones of
higher quality. In fact, new applications came in –
sent by groups that are usually only seen at museum
events. Of course we feel honored to welcome them
on a “profane” medieval market but this is an excellent example of how the quality of an event leads to a
rise of just that. The re-enactors are able to connect
with each other which leads to a better quality on
other events too, where their network comes into
play.
In conclusion, if the matter of history and culture is
treated seriously, everyone involved will benefit. With
an open-minded approach on every side – organizers,
academics, re-enactors – events will keep the visitors
entertained and bring them closer so their own heritage and their ancestors’. When it is made clear that
minute details are taken into account, the participants
as well as the visitors will feel their culture valued
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How can we captivate our audience? This is one of our basic challenges when we meet our public live and
want to be historically accurate about the issues we are sharing.
In this article, we present two simple techniques of dissemination – actor in role and a dialogue with the
audience. The article is based on a presentation carried out at Foteviken the 20th of November 2015 at a
seminar with the project “Follow the Vikings”. Firstly, we aim to show that the Old Norse Landscape Laws
can be rather fun and interesting historical resources when communicated well. Our second goal is to be
“myth busters” in regard to some of the traditional assumptions regarding women in the Viking Age.

to her feet again, causing one of her brooches to fall
Actor in Role
The scene presents two Viking women having an ar- off. The mother calculates how much the offender
gument. It is an argument between a daughter and will have to pay as a fine. She has thorough knowher mother after the daughter has told her mother ledge of the law and therefore can estimate the fine
about an assault in which she was victim. The mo- to be given to the offender. The mother continues
ther attempts to explain to her daughter that the of- the dialogue: “ This is bad. First, he pushed you so your
clothes became dishevelled. That is a
fender, Helgi, has not only
of 1/3 Mark. Then the lower
offended her but also the entire faOur goal is to be fine
part of your leg was exposed, that is
mily with his actions. She begins
“myth busters” a ½ Mark fine. Then he actually
by asking, “ What happened?” in orgrabbed your wrist. That is another
der to understand the degree of the
in regard to
assault. “ Did he only mess with some of the traditional ½ Mark. Moreover, you say one of
your brooches fell off. Did it fall to
your clothes or did he
take hold of you?” assumptions regarding the ground?” The daughter replies
The daughter women in the Viking shaking her head. “ No mother. I
caught it before it hit the ground”.
explains that
Age.
Mother: “ Then he is lucky because
he pushed her,
she fell over and that one of her the fine would then be one Mark if the whole set of
legs was exposed. He then grab- brooches had fallen off. Now it is 1/3 Mark. If this is
bed her wrist and pulled her on- all, then we can claim 1 2/3 mark at the next βhing. 1 ”
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The daughter asks what will happen if Helgi denies
it all. The mother replies firmly, “ The law says that
the offender has to prove his innocence. ” Then they
discuss other ways to restore their honour; the
daughter wants to ask her brother to challenge the
offender to a sword fight or to “throw some Nið” 2
at him and call him something bad such as “Ragan”
(derogatory term for homosexual). This kind of revenge was not accepted; slander was a serious offence during the Viking age. The punishment for
such an offender was to be declared an outlaw. The
mother’s conclusion is that if they fail to seek revenge, then the whole family will stand without honour. Moreover, they could not be secured against
other offences in the future.

The first key question posed to the audience is: “ How many

of you tell the story that Viwere carrying the keys?” This

king

women

sparks a discussion between the audience and the
intermediaries about the symbolism of
keys in the Viking
Age and some considerations about how
this is an issue
today.
We sum up
the different
comments with
the sentence: “ The

A Dialogue with the Audience
keys are the symbols of
the women’s responsibiliAfter this brief role-play, the two women on stage ty of, and control over, the household which is all “innremove their scarves and transform themselves into anstocks”3 . This provides immense power to the head
their modern selves.
woman of each household. She actually held the
They summarize: “ Dekey to food, drink, clothes, other valuables and,
Museum
ar audience, what you
to some extent, weapons. ”
professionals
just witnessed was a
The next key question concerns revenge and
could execute honour. It is introduced by a brief backclassic argument between a daughter and
ground which establishes the foundation for
this kind of
her mother after an performance without
the dialogue: “ The Sagas often describe women
assault against
daughter.” Then

the

as those who incite revenge. Even though they

they actually being trained were written long after the Viking age and by
actors.
introduce the historimonks with a strictly
Christian perceptical background for the
on of women, they
still carry some
content of the role-play. The inspiration for this co- truth about this specific
role of the womes from an old study in the old landscape laws men. Do you [the audience]
from Iceland and Gotland, Sweden. Though they then still describe the
were written down in a later period, studies show Viking woman as
that parts of the laws date back to the Viking age vengeful? Alternaback to the customary law. The Old Norse landsca- tively,
how
pe laws describe in detail various assaults towards would you ratwomen and which punishment each assault could her describe
result in. The laws also describe the right or obliga- her or her rotion ‘to take revenge’. Society in the Viking Age is le in her ticharacterised by having a legislative and a judicial me?”
function. The absence of police made it essential (in Finally, a
order to sustain balance in the society) to seek re- third
venge if the family honour was challenged. This gi- question
ves the families as well as the individuals important was asroles as peacekeepers by acting decently and seek re- ked:
venge when others assault you. The concept of Nið “ Why
emphasizes once again the need for maintaining a do you
balance in society. It is simply not acceptable to call think
each other names. One important detail of the old that the
laws is that you had to prove your innocence if ac- concept
cused of a crime - the opposite of a case today.
of the for-

Busting Myths
The final part of the show presents a “myth buster”
and a dialogue with the audience. We present the
dogma “ behind every strong man stands a vengeful
woman carrying the keys. ”

bidden Nið
is so important? Does it
make any
sense at all
today when
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general language use has taking on a harsher tone and
we hear of instances of someone calling their
best friend a bitch or their teacher a whore?”

Summing up the comments from
the audience, acknowledging
their views and commending
them for their insights, the
“Myth buster” concludes:

Stories

Myth: Behind every great/successful
man, there stands a woman.
Myth: Behind every strong
stands a vengeful woman
Ea Stevns Matzon holds a Mas- man,
carrying
the keys.
ters in History and Ethnology
Hidden
truth: Next to every
and is head of dissemination at
Museum Vestsjælland.
Viking man stands a woman
ready to ensure and maintain
balance in society.
The audience is once again involved with the final
question: “ Do you agree with the hidden truth?”
Our experience was that this way of telling the story about the role of the women in the Viking age
encouraged people to participate. Several
audience members came to us after our
presentation saying that they had
discovered more about how
society worked and why it
was important that women
took action in the Viking
age. We learned, through
this experiment, that two museum
professionals could execute this kind
of performance without actually being trained actors. The
Kathrine Vestergaard Brands- feedback from the audience
trup holds a Masters in Medie- confirms this.
val Archaeology. She works as
museum educator and event
coordinator at Museum
Vestsjælland.

Methodical Background
The background for this performance is a Master thesis delivered in 1985 based on analyses of the old Landscape
Laws, Tacitus of Germania, Old Icelandic sagas,
combined with archaeological evidence and other
sources concerning the history of the Vikings and
the medieval period.

1. The βhing is the local court in the old Norse language.
2. Nið is an Old Norse word for saying something bad about another person.
3. "Innanstocks" includes all in-house and tasks in the nearest surroundings.
Visit the Danish Museum Vestsjælland, a fusion of eleven local museums covering the geographical regions of Holbæk, Kalundborg, Odsherred, Ringsted,
Slagelse and Sorø Municipalities. The museum works as a cultural knowledge
center and its collections and exhibits tell local stories as well as the greater
events in Danish history. During the Viking Age and throughout the medieval
period, Vestsjælland (West Zealand) was a major center of power in Europe.
Today, the historical merchant towns of West Zealand and their natural scenery
are the epitome of Danish heritage. Learn more at www.vestmuseum.dk.
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We all tell stories, every single human past, present
or future have done so and will continue to do so.
It’s as simple as telling how your day went, or gossiping during lunch where you work. “ Remember
that one time that something happened?” That’s a story. Not all stories are worth telling and some are
for a specific purpose, like commercials. They are a
specific story intended for you to spend time, money, or both on. Everything is a story.
There are different types of stories and I’m not talking about the difference between Snow White and
War & Peace, although they are two completely
different narratives both in execution and theme.
I’m going to talk about the very basic building
blocks of stories and in order to do that I need to
make sure we are on the same page.

Narrative Structure
The Oxford English Dictionary defines stories as
“A narrative or story is any report of connected

events, actual or imaginary, presented in a sequence of
written or spoken words, or still or moving images.”

This is, of course, a very broad definition of a story
or, as I’m going to continue to call it, a narrative.
A narrative usually consists of plot, theme and resolution. It’s basically what are you telling a story
about, how and why are you telling this story and
how does it end. We can also break down a narrative into the classic three-act structure; setup, conflict
and resolution. It’s basically more fancy words for a
beginning, middle and an end. The first act introduces your characters and sets up a problem. The
second act is the conflict, which will be the larger
part of your story as your cast tries to work their
way towards resolving this conflict. And, of course,

Worth Telling

the third act is the resolution where the conflict is re- stories. They can’t really be shoe-horned into neat and
solved. This is a very basic structure of a narrative. tidy boxes. Exactly as humans can’t really be categoriNot all narratives follow this structure but in order to sed into what kind of job they have.
break the rules in a compelling way you need to know
what rules you are breaking.
There are other works that detail basic plots, such as
There really aren’t any more original stories left in The Seven Basic Plots by Christopher Booker. His list
the world, the only original thing about them are how is a little different.
we tell them. A very brilliant English author by the
name of Arthur Quiller-Couch who
Overcoming the Monster (Dracula,
wrote under the pseudonym ‘Q’
Alien)
classified all stories within seven baThe very first Rags to Riches (Rocky, Cinderella)
sic plots. They have since been reThe Quest (The Wizard of OZ,
audience is
formulated and expanded upon but,
Lord of the Rings)
your self and Voyage and Return (The Hobbit,
for now, it will work for us. I’ve included examples as well. They are as therefore the narrative Finding Nemo)
follows:
Comedy (Bridget Jones’ Diary, Alishould entertain
ce in Wonderland)
yourself first and
Man vs. Man (The Count of Monte
Tragedy (The Picture of Dorian
foremost.
Cristo, Sherlock Holmes)
Gray, Breaking Bad)
Man vs. Nature (Moby Dick, ArmaRebirth (Beauty and the Beast, Degeddon)
spicable Me)
Man vs. God (The Odyssey, Lord of the Rings)
Man vs. Society (The Adventures of Huckleberry Here as well we can see that several of the examples
Finn, Fahrenheit 451)
I’ve provided can be placed under other plots. Rocky
Man in the Middle (Fawlty Towers, Yojimbo)
can also be placed under The Quest; his quest to be
Woman & Man (Romeo & Juliet, Pretty Woman)
the best he can be, or Breaking Bad can also be placed
Man vs. Himself (Hamlet, Shutter Island)
under Rags to Riches. These classifications don’t tell
us anything about the quality of work, or its importAs we compile this small list, we immediately see that ance. They are merely a device used in discussions
several of the examples I’ve given can also be placed about literature and its theoretical nature. I must stress
under another heading. Lord of the Rings can be pla- the importance of my next statement: these should
ced under Man in the Middle (Frodo being caught up not be the basis for of your creation!
in the struggle between good & evil) or, if we are me- You shouldn’t start creating a story by thinking “ I
ta-physically inclined, that Moby Dick could be pla- want to tell a story about Man vs. Nature”, or “ I want to
ced under Man against God. Such is the nature of tell a kick-ass story about Overcoming the Monster”. AltVolume 17 Issue 1-2016 | Insights Europe | 33

hough you can start it that way, and it can become a
high-quality work, you should start with telling a story you will want to read. The very first audience is
your self and therefore the narrative should entertain yourself first and foremost.

ways evolving, the definition of tropes has changed. It
used to be the use of figurative language for artistic effect. It still is as well, but it has evolved to incorporate
literary and rhetorical devices, motifs and clichés in
narratives. Usually when I talk about these narrative
elements I do so through my workshop on this subject
and we, as a group, chose a story to try and identify as
many tropes as we can. Since we don’t live in the future with interactive magazines unfortunately, I will
have to list some tropes and how and where they are
used. I’ll start out with some basic tropes that we all
know about. These all will have spoilers about film
and literature! You are hereby warned.

The Hero’s Journey; Or The Monomyth
Another topic I want to cover is
something called The Hero’s
Journey, or The Monomyth.
Hollywood loves this one. Basically
it’s a recipe for action/adventure/drama stories. Let’s use Harry Potter as our
example. It consists of many steps Chekhov’s Gun
along the way but they almost al- This trope is named after Anton Chekhov. It all boils
Thomas A. Olsen is a storytel- ways include opening up the down to this: if it isn’t essential, don’t include it in the
ler, writer and creative consul- protagonist’s world, either by story. It’s basically an object that doesn’t seem importtant. He currently resides in transporting them or revealing a ant at all but later in the story turns out to be very imthe South of Sweden where he previously hidden aspect of the portant. Chekhov's advice was not necessarily to
is employed as a museum curator for Fotevikens Museum. world. “ Y’er a wizard, Harry” conceal importance, but to not spend time on irreleEnjoys a good cup of coffee, said Hagrid. Immediately a new vant things.
people watching and in his spa- world is revealed. Harry Potter
re time takes great pleasure in gains some guarExample: Back to the Future – There’s
killing goblins and trolls.
dians (Hagrid espea scene where a woman tells about that
What really time when the clock tower was struck
cially) and after
separates by lightning. The scene is quite funny
crossing into new,
unknown world, he gains a mentor in
one story and on a first-time viewing was dismisthe form of Dumbledore. He faces chal- from another are sed as just a funny scene. But as we all
lenges and temptations. Learning magic
know the lightning strike became imis one of the challenges and the Mirror execution, theme portant to get Marty back to his own
and delivery.
of Erised (Desire spelled backwards) is a
time.
temptation. He can see
and spend time with his family as he’s Actually, I Am Him
always wished. His death and rebirth Our protagonist is searching for someone and along
in the first book is realising that he the way meets a stranger. After some misunderstanneeds to go on without his friends ding, confusion or misdirection, it is revealed that the
and accepting that Ron’s sacrifice person our protagonist is searching for is, indeed, that
during the chess trial is an accep- very stranger.
table one. He atones for his past
mistakes (losing a lot of points Example: The Bible – Jesus does it in The Gospels afin the House Cup) by getting ter his resurrection when he meets his disciples. They
lots of new points. When the don’t realise it is him until he reveals himself as the
school year is over he returns Messiah.
to the known world but,
since he is so changed, he These are just two out of thousands of tropes. If you
sees it differently and can become familiar with these and other storytelling devihold his own against the ces you can, with minimal effort, start improvising
Dursleys and doesn’t tell your own stories. They say that there’s nothing new
them he isn’t allowed to use under the sun. If you boil any story down to its fundamagic outside of school.
mentals you’ll discover that this statement is true.
What really separates one story from another are exeThe Periodic Table of Narra- cution, theme and delivery. With that in mind, I have a
tive Elements
task for you. Let’s see if you can figure out what these
Now that we’ve covered some basic are supposed to be about.
plots let’s move on to what I like to Accidental Hero Closed Circle Mysterious Note
call narrative elements. They are cal- Blatant Burglar
led “tropes”. Since language is al- Thank you for reading!
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The study of prehistoric and ancient historic technologies and archaeological experiments have a long
tradition in Asparn. Since the archaeological openair site’s establishment, it has been endeavoured to
clarify historical questions using practical experimental arrangements. In its fifty-year history, the
museum has been regularly expanded with the addition of prehistoric architectural models. Since its redesign in 2014, it has displayed exemplary prehistoric
residential, farming and trade builThe museum of prehistory provides a
dings in combined village-like structulot of basic work, such as archaeologiArchaeolo cal excavations and their documentares and set up a modern presentation
gical experi tion, the restoration of finds and the
of the archaeological objects in the exhibition halls of MAMUZ.
ments and creation of inventories of collection
In addition to basic academic research, the study of pre items and new finds. It is our aim to
the museum of prehistory fulfils an
create a modern conception of history
important cultural and educational historic and ancient in Lower Austria. Therefore, PR
mission, aiming to present archaeolo- historic technolo work is carried out in an appealing
gical research in an entertaining way. gies have a long form during expert conferences, symPublic events with re-enactments, for tradition in Asparn. posiums and conventions.
example, play an important role for
the archaeological open-air site in
Experimental Archaeology
MAMUZ to make the didactic approach of the mu- Archaeological experiments and the study of prehisseum’s presentation of prehistoric and ancient times toric and ancient historic technologies have a long
more fun.
tradition in Asparn. From its beginnings, the site has
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two museum locations. An emotional connection to the history
and lives of our ancestors is created
by actively including visitors not
only in historical celebrations, but
also in guided tours and workshops. Special cultural education
programmes are designed for
school classes of all age groups and
for groups of adults, and here visitors can choose between guided
tours on specific topics and adventure and activity programmes.
Together with a state-of-the-art interactive exhibition design at both
locations, the expansion of didactic
information programmes aims to
ensure a constant number of visitors in the medium
and long term. To achieve this, it is important to
not only regularly introduce innovations to the
way the museum is run, but also to optimise programmes and events which are already established
with the public.

helped answer historical questions using practical experimental arrangements, especially when building
architectural models such as the Neolithic longhouse, Bronze Age beam construction and many others.
Since 1982, the archaeological open-air site has also
been a training establishment for
experimental archaeology for the
With around
Department of Prehistoric and
70,000 visitors MAMUZ Schloss Asparn/Zaya
Historical Archaeology at the UniWith the integration of the provina year, MAMUZ ce’s ancient history and mediaeval
versity of Vienna.
plays a significant role archaeology collection, the historiThe Museum’s Educational Procal range of finds has been extenfor tourism in the
gramme
ded since the museum year 2014.
It is part of our educational missi- northern part of Lower For the visitor, the new exhibiAustria.
on to host public events with lartion design puts a strong
gely authentic re-enactments for
emphasis on the
the adventure museum to make the presentation of exhibition objects. So, with an
the province’s history in prehistoric and ancient ti- internationally renowned
mes more accessible. The archaeological open-air team of experts under
site of MAMUZ is an ideal performance venue for the supervision of the
events such as academic staff, an exhiCelt and Hun bition has been desifestivals as well gned which sets new
as for smaller standards for the presenevents. These tation of archaeological
festive
shows collection items. Visitors
help turn 40,000 move through the three
years of human floors of the palace – starting
history of into on the top floor –, and they move in
an experience- chronological order through the diffeoriented attracti- rent ages of human history.
on for people The exhibition concept follows three
with an interest milestones: living space – metal – wrihistory. As well ting. The dominant theme of the first
as families, cul- milestone is the cultivation of living
ture enthusiasts space by humans. They shaped their liand people tra- ving space according to their requirevelling in groups, ments and the conditions they found.
it is mainly The acquired living space was repeatedly
school classes rearranged, the humans looked for new
which visit the things and innovations were developed –

from around 2000 B.C., the material metal (copper,
later bronze and iron) revolutionized people’s lifestyles and still remains important for us today. The
second milestone uses the far-reaching discovery of
metal as a material to show the different materials
which humans have learned to use. On the third exhibition level, visitors enter the historical period since writing emerged. Written tradition makes it
possible for researchers to also use written sources to
interpret material remains and to expand the way we
look at past cultures. Using selected exhibits, the exhibition shows that written sources since the arrival
of the Romans up to the High Middle Ages are,
alongside archaeological research, the most important element of modern academic methods.
To give visitors an insight into the everyday work
of academics, a researchers’ laboratory has been set
up on the ground floor of the palace and provides
interesting information on the theme of archaeology. Researchers’ desks and recreated excavation sites
give an insight into the interdisciplinary work of
academics and invite visitors to check out themselves how modern research works. A reading library
and many interactive stations make the researchers’
laboratory an additional exhibition experience at
MAMUZ Schloss Asparn.
Since 2014, annually changing special exhibition
themes have been shown which have both a close
regional connection to the themes of prehistory
and ancient history and can boast an international
reputation. For the years up to 2018, prehistoric
“blockbusters” are planned.
With around 70,000 visitors a year, the museum

of prehistory Urgeschichtemuseum MAMUZ plays a significant role for tourism in the
northern part of Lower Austria
and represents an important pillar
of Lower Austrian regional studies.
It is all the more important to secure
the locations on a lasting basis
and expand into a centre of
prehistory, ancient history and Matthias Pacher, M. A. stuClassical Archaeology
experimental archaeology with died
and
History
at Vienna Uniinternational aspirations. The versity, and trained
as an acatwo locations newly opened in demic tourism manager
2014, MAMUZ Schloss As- Vienna University of Econoparn/Zaya and MAMUZ Mu- mics and Business. Between
he was scientific asseum Mistelbach, are an 2001-07,
sistant
at
archaeoloadventure museum which is gical digs various
in Austria and
unique in Lower Austria and abroad, before becoming
in which the province’s histo- Head of Marketing, Cultural
ry from the Palaeolithic Age Education and Exhibitions at
Archaeological
around 40,000 years ago up to Carnuntum
Park.
Since
2012,
he is manathe Middle Ages is taught in a ging director of MAMUZ.
vivid manner to visitors of all
ages. The museum is a member
of “TOP-Ausflugsziele”, indicating it is a premium
destination, and it is therefore also a flagship in
the field of tourism for the province of Lower
Austria.
For more information about

MAMUZ  The new adventure
museum of prehistory, ancient history and mediaeval
archaeology visit: http://www.mamuz.at/en/the-museum.

Dear IMTAL-Europe member, recently the boeard has
been discussing the possibility to move IMTAL-Europe
from the UK to Sweden. The reasoning behind this is to streamline the organisation
and make use of the support provided by long-term member Foteviken Museum,
represented by our treasurer Björn Jakobsen. Please note that the proposed move is
essentially an administrative one; we will continue to do our best to serve the interests
of all members across Europe. We have postponed this move in order to ascertain whether it
would interfere with our ambition to take part in EU-funded projects. Since Björn has determined this is
not the case, we are looking to finalise this move. For this we need to call an Extraordinary General
Meeting (EGM) and consult our members.
We would like to inform you that this move will also fundamentally change the constitution of our
organisation. The board has taken the time to discuss both the new constitution and the move to Sweden and
support both unanimously.
We would like to ask you to contact the board if you have any questions about, or objections to moving the
organisation to Sweden. As per our current constitution, we will give 21 days notice for the (electronic) EGM. In
effect, we would like you to reply with any comments or questions by e-mail before April 11th. That is the
official date of the EGM, at which time the board will meet (over Skype) to discuss any feedback from the
membership and formally accept the new constitution.
We look forward to hearing from you, about this subject or anything you would like to discuss.
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The “Nuove Atellane”
Stepping Into the Past
to Perform the Present Project
Archeostorica is what the Italian legislation calls an “association for social promotion”, a non-profit organisation
which supports activities for social promotion. Archeostorica uses the active and
dynamic techniques used
in archaeological and
The “new historical heritage to
Atellanae” enable the developwould have ment of workers’
Its members’
been more than a skills.
varied
compe“simple”
tences meant close
reconstruction or re collaboration during historical and
enactment of
resepopular theatre tout archaeological
arch, re-enactment,
court. It was the re drama and professiointerpretation and nal activity within the
adaptation of the sphere of cultural heritage and
ancient theatre
in the wider Eutechniques in a
ropean network
contemporary light. of EXARC. Within this framework, Lara and Natalia Comis
developed a project of experimental theatre to promote
ancient theatrical techniques and archaeological heritage.
The first step of the project was careful research, through
written sources, on the Atellanae in a specific geographi-
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cal area, ie the Emilia Romagna region. The final outcome of the project was to bring the Atellanae back on the
stage, under a new light, bringing back to life a form of
theatrical entertainment very popular from the second
century BC until the first centuries of the Roman Empire. But the “new Atellanae” would have been something more than a “simple”
reconstruction or re-enactment of popular
theatre tout court. It was the re-interpretation and adaptation of the ancient
theatre techniques in a contemporary
light: an ever-changing, always new performance, with active audience involvement, addressing the public in its entirety,
despite the disparity of age or cultural environment. Between research and the outcome, an experimental phase was
programmed, with the aid of professionals
in the field of improvisation techniques, to
develop a totally original new “format” for
the expected performance outcome. The
performance’s target did not limit
itself to a proper stage, within real
contemporary theatres, but focused
on historical and archaeological sites
and museum institutions in the Emilia Romagna Region, which could
profit from this innovative and entertaining “new” form
of valorisation. All the phases, both the research and the
experimental, being of cultural value, would have been
adequately documented to be accordingly distributed and
promoted.

No institution to which the project was presented
granted financial support, and the “Nuove Atellane”
sank due to lack of money. Archeostorica itself,
after a couple of years of intense activity,
was dismantled for commercial and image
abuse by some of its members. The political problem of lack of ability in creating wealth out of its outstanding
heritage labels Italy as one of the worst
places to work in this field and gives
birth, on the other hand, to professional
vampires of its commercial potential.
The result is that society in general, and a
great number of professionals in the field
of cultural heritage, are deprived of their
right to benefit from it, in terms of both the
intrinsic and job value.
When not dealing with the commercial assets of such initiatives, projects similar to the “Nuove Atellane” have
been developed and successfully carried out by research institutions in
Southern Italy, where the intimate
link with the birthplace of this theatrical form led to long-lasting programmes of research and performative art. However these were not
attached to the organised programme of promotion
of archaeological and historical sites.
The workshop held during the IMTAL and OpenArch conference in Sweden was the first and last attempt to carry out the experimental phase of the
project.

(Emilia Romagna) show the same masks carved in oil lamps
and demonstrate the success of the fabulae atellanae across Romanized Italy.
The archaeological finds give witness to the fortune of it and are usually
found in urban and
funerary contexts
from the Hellenistic
era (4th century BC)
onwards.
In Emilia Romagna, where Etruscan influence was Lara Comis studied medieval
strong until at least archaeology in Italy, and acthe 3rd century BC, quired an MA in experimental
the Atellanae “arrived” archaeology at Exeter, UK in
with the Ro- 2003. As a member of Exarc,
mans. In fact, she carries out independent reon the themes of dynasome of the search
mic
museum education,
most import- experimental
ant and first related subjects.archaeology and
authors of Latin theatre were
born in the North. The author on which the project aimed to
focus on was Lucius Pomponius, traditionally considered as a
crude and effective author who transposed the Atellanae into
writing (being a form of theatre without written
text beforehand, supposedly based on a simple
“canovaccio”). His heyday was in the 2nd
century BC. He was born in Bologna and
was recognized as the author of some fabulae togatae as well as mythological parWhat are FABULAE ATELLANAE?
odies. Not much was preserved of his
Perhaps the most ancient Italic thealiterary output, hotrical tradition, the fabulae atellanae
wever the lengthy list
The political
were born from the ancient pre-Roof titles show a rural
problem of lack context
man civilization of the Oscii (Campaand
nia region, especially the area between
geographically
of ability in
Atella, Naples and Capua), together creating wealth out of its relevant themes Natalia Comis studied Econowith the strong and crucial Etruscan
(such as pork my at the University of Parma,
influence and joined later with the outstanding heritage breeding, for Italy. In 2009, she began to
Greek traditions. Its structure was labels Italy as one of the example). Some study improvisational theatre,
then imported into the Roman world worst places to work in important na- and started to perform in and
and diffused along the peninsula, reames in contem- direct plays, classical and expeIn the Archestorica
ching the far North with great and our field and gives birth, porary scholars rimental.
Association
had the oplong-lasting success. The sphere is that on the other hand, to recall
the portunity to she
study
the historiof the popular and rural, and the per- professional vampires of Etruscan back- cal use of masks in theatre
and
formances are based on fixed characground of this the Atellane in depth. Now
ters and improvisation on their its commercial potential. author (Malnati she is actress and director in
interaction. One important aspect of
2010).
Teatro del Cerchio in Parma,
this form of popular theatre is that the characters It is important to note that the histori- Italy.
wore masks. The exceptional finds at Pompeii give cal times during which the Atellanae
us both the physical features of the masks and the had its greatest diffusion were the most
names of the characters. Among the main characters difficult of times in Roman Italy; the civil war during the Rewe find: MACCUS, the rascal glutton; PAPPUS, the public and the collapse of the later Empire. This has a sad link
old scrooge; BUCCO, the braggart; and DOSSEN- to contemporary times in which the financial crisis is hitting
NUS, the sly hunchback. Recent finds from Modena the country widely and deeply. The fate of parody and comic
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Pompeii mask of this character brings
the name written on it!

tragedy in times of crisis is important in the framework
of the project and relates to contemporary debates and
themes. The few fragments and titles of the Atellanae
show how the use of rude words, witty metaphors and
piercing irony were employed to comment on political
contemporary matters.

RESEARCH
Research on written sources, starting from a bibliographic scan of literary critique, was to be flanked with iconographic and archaeological research to detect the
salient aspects of this popular comedy in Emilia Romagna. The original fragments of the written sources were
to be translated ex-novo. The archaeological aspect, extended to the whole country, would give important clues
for the reconstruction of the clothing and, most importantly, of the masks. Correlation of these two tracks
would have led to a consistent portrayal of the characters. Here a small example of the potential of this approach to research, which was presented during the
workshop in Sweden:
PAPPUS: An old man, lustful, vicious, mean. Typical situation: he searches for his money, stolen by his woman
and a servant, while the others enjoy making fun of him.
His appearance is simplified by the corresponding Pompeii mask.
BUCCO: A young man. He believes he does things
much better than everyone else - and talks, talks, talks…
This is where his name comes from: bigmouth! The
Notes:
Lara and Natalia Comis retain copyright on this project and the deposited documents within the Archeostorica APS. Please see the video of the experiment held in Sweden on Vimeo:
https://vimeo.com/61375015.
Short bibliography:
Histrionica. Teatri, maschere e spettacoli nel mondo antico. Catalogue of the exhibition held in Ravenna, Complesso di San Nicolò,
20 marzo - 12 settembre 2010. Edited by Maria Rosaria Borriello,
Luigi Malnati, Giovanna Montevecchi and Valeria Sampaolo. Milano, 2010.
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CREATIVE EXPERIMENTATION
Based on the results of the first-step research, an experimental phase would
have been carried out. The aim of this
phase was the creation of a promotional performative event with the aim of
entertaining, involving and interesting
the audience in archaeology, history,
art and theatre. Due to the impossibility of carrying out the project, we used
the workshop held in Sweden to try
out a first experiment. It has to be clarified that the characteristics of the
Atellanae lead scholars to draw a line
between them and the Commedia dell’Arte, although acceptance of this theory is not universally shared among
them. Despite this discordance, it is a matter of fact that
working with theatrical techniques on typical Atellana
features has a direct and immediate relation with the
Commedia dell’Arte. This was evident in the workshop.
All participants were invited to join the warm-up exercises and later to portray one of two characters; first bodily,
then with speech. The second phase saw the participants
interacting through dialogue between the two characters
using the scheme of contrast-comedy. The very last part
saw two volunteers wearing two copies of the masks and
act out a brief improvisation session on a given theme.
Pappus was the master and Bucco was his servant. That
was all the performers had to work with. The outcome
was hilarious and even if the structure of the comedy of
art was still very recognisable on the performance, the
potential of the further, more in-depth, experimentation
was evident.
.

Memories

That Matter

memory’ through physical and sensory stimuli. Sometimes
having a carer share the experience can be very beneficial
for both groups. Many of the people we work with are
Reminiscence - A Current Trend?
Museums across the UK are working more on creating isolated and living alone. This situation can leave them
greater inclusivity around their collections. Catering for an with a lack of self-esteem. No one seems interested and,
older audience, or people with dementia, is a fairly recent however kind families are, they have often heard the stophenomenon in the museum world. Many of our ageing ries before. For many of our participants’ parents’ genepopulation are often highly educated and pursue different ration, they could still rely on relative proximity of their
intellectual pursuits which make museums an ideal place for family in old age; sharing family life and being useful and
involved. This is no longer the case
reminiscence to take place. We find it
as children are scattered about the
deplorable that older people are still ofOur work aims to country and at a time when hardly
ten the butt of jokes and negative caricaanyone has their family members litures. While we have made great strides
value the
ving across the street, even living the
in addressing sexism and racism in the
contribution of other end of London can be a major
media it is still commonplace to make
fun of older people in a clichéd and un- the elderly in our society obstacle At the AE centre, we provide a safe and welcoming environment
helpful way.
and give them an
with activities and a social life. In acopportunity to contribute tivities we use objects to rekindle meReminiscence Arts - Who Is It For?
Our work aims to value the contributi- and be appreciated for mories (often based on themes, such
on of the elderly in our society and give their life experiences. as Christmas, travel, entertainments
and leisure such as dancing, health
them an opportunity to contribute and
care before the NHS etc.). Particibe appreciated for their life experiences.
We work both with “active elders”, physically and mentally pants may come from the social network of volunteers at
fit people with the will and means to make an active contri- Age Exchange or from putting the word out among local
bution and also with elders in care or with dementia. With groups who might be interested. Much of our work is
advanced dementia the ability to communicate through outreach and takes place in community centres or care
speech may be very limited and so we explore ‘embodied settings where older people meet.
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Reminiscence Art Workers and tion, a historical exhibition or a film, for example. Theatre
is one of our most common creative techniques and also
Sessions
Sometimes it is easier for remi- one of the most challenging. It requires bringing together a
niscence workers to have a bit of group who can attend regular meetings for devising and relife experience under their own belt to hearsing the material. It is also very rewarding for the partiease communication and share cultural cipants to share their stories with an audience and receive
links. But of course, we encourage practi- the praise and reaction that can achieve.
tioners. Sessions should always have
two interviewers in charge, anyway Processing the “Material” For “Posterity”
for safeguarding and to manage the We don’t question the memories that people share. It is not
Malcolm Jones has worked
about historical truth. Only if there are
session to maxiwith Age Exchange since
2000, leading reminiscence
obvious errors will we interfere and enmum benefit for
arts workshops and projects in
deavor to mildly put things right (for
the
participants.
Many of the
care settings and with aktive
We
train
practipeople we work example, if a person might talk about
elders. He has been involved
an occurrence in the mid-50s and assert
tioners
to
deal
in directing and writing plays
with
are
often
that the war was still on, we might
with
things
like
including To Care For and
Children of The Great War.
emotional me- isolated and living alone. gently point out the problem and try
Previously, Malcolm has set
mories. One of No one seems interested to resolve it). Reminiscence is not
up community theatre proabout being right or wrong, as we
the group leajects and worked at the Royal
and
however
kind
know that reminiscence
will
ders
can
take
Opera House and the Theatre
never
give
the
that
person
outfamilies are they have
Museum in Covent Garden.
Malcolm has lectured and
side, and provide often heard the stories whole picture.
taught at the V&A, RADA,
It is a subjecthem with the
Mountview, Rose Bruford, the
before.
tive truth,
comfort,
or
priActors Centre and for Road
and a wonvacy,
they
might
Scholars USA.
want at that moment. Painful me- derful source for discovering the
mories may be triggered randomly, atmosphere and everyday stories
not just when tackling tragic themes. Reminiscence art, ho- of a certain time frame. Our
wever, does not fulfil a therapeutic function. It is not an funding comes almost entirely
aim to make things better in a clinical sense it is about en- from foundations, trusts
joying sharing memories and feeling valued when doing and national funding
that. We start sessions in a new group with an inclusive bodies like the Heritage
question; for instance, “What is your name and do you like it?” You Lottery Fund, which
need to learn how to manage a group and deal with challen- means we spend a lot of
ges such as people who monopolise the discussion and alie- time writing grant applinate others. There are sensitive decisions to be made. For cations. Once the funds
example, some older people may use the vocabulary of their are agreed, we can only
youth which today may be politically incorrect. We do not plan ahead for a short
attempt to censor language although if things are truly of- time and immediatefensive one has to step in. Some comments or expressions ly make more appliwhich may seem inappropriate to the modern audience cations.. Depending
aren’t meant to insult anyone; this is just the language they on who supports
grew up with, which at the time, was not offensive at all. our project, the funWe encourage participants to share their reminiscences and ding bodies’ demands
enjoy making connections with others through their experi- may vary. Some insist
ences. It’s about celebrating the individual and not an op- on the reminiscences to
portunity to reinforce the negativity some older people feel be recorded for future
about being disconnected with the present day. Similarly it’s use or to be archived,
important that sessions aren’t just a nostalgic search for a ti- some aren’t concerned
with this at all and just
me when everything was better.
want some photographs and
feedback. Occasionally parPresenting An Artistic Product
Sometimes the reminiscences collected in our sessions result ticipants might asked not to
in an artistic product. Even if we have decided beforehand be named which we reto use them artistically (and applied for respective funding), spect. If we use their stothe form and shape of what comes is not set in stone when ries as material for, let’s
we start. It all very much depends on what participants will say, a play script, we will
come up with. It can be a theatre production, an art exhibi- always show them our
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draft before it goes into rehearsal. Our
participants’ wishes of what they want to
see on stage have precedence over artistic
decisions. In reminiscence art, there is no
place for the self-indulgent processes of
creating art. Our work is always personcentred; supporting a person to share
their story through the most appropriate
medium.

Relating to A Younger Audience
We organise intergenerational work as
well. Reminiscence works on many levels. We try to find areas of reminiscence which will actively engage
children and young people and make
them appreciate the memories of their
grandparents’ generation.
For example, we facilitate workshops on the
Second World War from a child’s perspective. One participant told the
story of an air raid and how she
had to go to a public air raid
shelter while her beloved dog
was not allowed in. Such details capture the imaginations
of young audiences. They may
not have been able to relate to
the politics of war but the fate
of the dog, and the anguish of a
little girl worrying about her pet,
was the key to get them involved in the story.
We also run intergenerational projects with older
children and
the subjects
can be about
the changes
in a local
community
or area to
a specific
area of
life like
entertainment
or
work.
Who
Enacts the
Memories?
We like to see our
participants “play
themselves” if there is

a dramatization of their life story. We see ourselves as “artist carers”, happy to provide them with cues to drive the
narrative along and steer it back to
the core theme, should participants
Museums are
lose track of their original intention.
finding that
We can also take on the role of a perobjects hold
son that the narrator is talking about
in their story such as their father or
more meaning
best friend. Of course, we could also
through their
get professional actors to embody
our participants, make a script out of relationship to the
the stories, rehearse it, go on tour individual rather
with it and perform many times. than simply an item
There is a lot to be said in favour of of historical fact.
such an approach, which AE has
pursued in the past, too. However,
we find that actors do not identify with the stories so
much as the participants themselves - naturally. We value
the authenticity that comes with having the real storygiver
tell their own story, steered and assisted by one of us. The
problem is that the people involved may be frail and have
other commitments, and especially in a large intergenerational cast, it means we can often only do one or two actual performances. The way we work with reminiscence is
about valuing individuals. Therefore, using living memory
can be a messy business. Sometimes memory is experiential and fragmentary. It is not about being precise and accurate in a scientific sense. When working with partners
like museums it is important to establish this. Museums
are wonderful places for reminiscence work with so many
triggers to memory all around. The work can also feed
back into their understanding of objects and collections.
There can be a clash in that traditionally the curatorial approach is about establishing facts and provenience and our
work is all about the personal response. However more
museums are finding that objects hold more meaning
through their relationship to the individual rather than
simply an item of historical fact.
Visit www.age-exchange.org.uk for an overview of all projects.
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IMTAL Europe is a subscription membership organisation open to individuals and to institutions from anywhere in Euro
pe (board@imtaleurope.com). Members include those who perform, programme and curate all forms of live interpreta
tion and museum theatre as well as students and academic researchers.

Björn M. Jakobsen  Museum Director
Foteviken Museum
Museivägen 27
S23691 Höllviken
Sweden
info@foteviken.se

